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State 
University
 
$5,000
 
loan
 
to
 
WVC  
questioned
 
By
 Kimberley
 Lemke
 
Spartan
 Daily Staff
 Writer 
The 85,000
 loan 
given  by 
the  SJSU 
Associated 
Students  to the 
student govern-
ment
 at a local 
community  
college  for 
legal
 
expenses 
will
 not be accepted
 by the 
organiza-
tion,
 nor will it 
be repaid, 
student
 and 
admin-
istrative 
officials
 at the school 
said. 
Jahmai 
Ginden,
 program board director
 at 
West Valley 
College, said the student
 senate 
will never approve a 
$5,000 repayment to 
SJSU. 
"It 
is not possible for us 
to approve a 
$5,000
 
payback
 to anyone for a loan for the 
legal services of board 
members,"  Ginden 
said. "We didn't know 
anything  about the 
meeting  (at SJSU), ...the meeting was 
illegal. 
So, you can pretty
 much kiss your 
money  
goodbye." 
On
 Wednesday the 
A.S. Board of 
Directors  
unanimously
 approved a 
$5,000 
loan to West Valley's
 Student Senate 
Executive
 Board for 
pursual
 of litigation 
against the 
West
 Valley -Mission
 Community 
College District,
 according to 
the emergency 
action 
agenda  for 
the
 meeting. 
However Dallas Lawrence, 
president  of the 
West Valley Student Senate, said 
he has 
"complete  confidence the loan will be repaid 
to the SJSU Associated 
Students  within one 
year."  
West Valley
 administrators said if the 
SJSU Associated Students 
do
 loan the money 
to their student government, the money
 
would be returned. 
Skating
 
on
 
thin
 
streets 
TEXT  
BY
 
ANDREW  
HUSSEY
  
Heemips.
 
Switchstance 
180's. 
Kickflips. These aren't the 
stunt  
scenes 
from
 the latest martial arts 
flick 
from Hollywood. 
No,  it's skateboard-
ing, a sport
 that is back from the dead, 
hav-
ing survived its growth 
spurt  in the floures-
cent, 
"Pretty  in Pink" 1980s and has 
now  
become an integral part 
of our alternative 
culture.
 
But
 just 
because
 it's 
part of our
 culture 
and 
despite  
that
 many
 people 
have 
embraced  it 
as
 the 
perfect
 sport 
for those 
living in the
 urban 
jungle,  
skateboarding  is 
far
 from being
 accepted.
 
Doug 
Shoemaker  is 
a 22 -year
-old skater 
who works
 at Jazzland
 Coffee 
on -campus.
 
He has
 been 
skating
 for 
about  eight 
years 
and 
has 
always
 
usetaxxxxstextommexammomos
 encountered 
negative atti-
tudes 
while  
skating.
 
According
 
to 
Shoemaker,  
the 
biggist
 
obstacle
 
he
 
faces 
while  skat-
ing 
are  the anti -
skateboarding
 
laws and
 the 
police
 officers
 
who 
enforce 
them with $134 
citations.  
"We don't 
really 
skate 
downtown
 that 
much 
because  
of the 
cops,"  
Shoemaker  
said. 
"If they 
lecture you
 and 
then 
don't  give you 
a ticket, it's 
cool.  But 
sometimes  they 
waste  all of your 
time and 
then give you a ticket 
anyway." 
Todd 
Moulton, a 22
-year -old SJSU 
art
 
major,
 has gotten tickets
 for skating and 
even 
had his skateboard
 confiscated 
by
 
police
 in his hometown
 of Santa Cruz. 
"Me and a 
friend  (a friend 
and I) were 
just skating
 a mall at night
 and a cop came 
up 
and  busted us and 
took our skate-
boards."  he said. 
"What was funny
 was that 
he called for 
backup  like we 
were  going to 
hit 
him  and run. I'm 
sure there were 
more 
important 
things  he could 
have been 
doing."
 
Both Shoemaker
 and Moulton 
have 
finind 
the downtown 
area all but 
impossi-
ble to 
skate.  
According to 
Shoemaker,  the best 
way 
to skate 
downtown  is with 
a large group 
of
 
people
 late at night. 
"Every 
once
 in a while, 
we'll  get moti-
vated
 and get a 
big pack of 
15 or 20 people
 
together
 to skate 
downtown  because the 
See 
Skaters,  page 8 
"They just 
don't  want 
us 
to get
 in 
the  
way 
of
 the 
business
 
people,
 
the  
people  
that 
really 
matter 
to 
them."
 
 Doug 
Shoemaker,
 
skater
 
PHOTO
 BY 
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 ...1.1. 
Doug Shoemaker, a 22 -year -old skater who works at Jazzland Coffee at SJSU, catches some air at a 
skate park on 
Pleasanton
 this past Monday. Shoemaker and other San Jose skaters have to travel outside of 
the city limits in order to skate without being hassled by police 
Goalie
 Cathy 
Hernandez  
clears
 out 
some 
water 
polo balls 
during
 
practice  at 
the Aquatic 
Center
 
Hernandez 
joined 
SJSU's 
water
 polo 
team
 to give
 
some 
experience  to 
the 
new 
team
 
Poscrro By 
BRANDON 
GARCIA   
Spartan
 
Daily  
Water
 polo 
treads
 
together
  
By Terri K. Milner 
Spartan Daily Staff 
Writer  
Most of SJSU's 
women's w.cier 
polo team may not have known 
much about the sport when they took 
to the pool 
this 
season, but by 
the 
time the final whistle blew two 
weeks  
ago,
 
they knew they had team corn-
raderic.
 
-Diem were some very diverse per-
sonalities on the team," Coach Lou
 
Tully  said. "But they came together 
very well 
and worked fin a common 
goal. It 
was  a rewarding 
season."  
See Water 
polo, page 5 
"If  a check 
arrives  at my 
office with
 the 
Student
 Senate 
as
 the  payee, 
we
 will return 
the 
check to 
your university,"
 said Mary 
Fortune, 
West Valley's
 director of 
student  
activities.
 
Ed Myers, 
West Valley's 
dean
 of students, 
said 
calling
 a meeting
 of West 
Valley's  
Student
 Senate 
at SJSU 
was  illegal. 
"The  meeting
 is being 
held off 
campus 
See 
Loan,
 page 
4 
V.P.
 
hopeful
 
says
 
students
 
come
 
first
 
By 
Ronda  Sluder 
Spartan Daily Staff Writer 
Melvin Terrell, a 
candidate
 for 
vice president for Student
 Affairs, 
spoke at an open student
 forum to 
field questions 
on
 Tuesday in the 
Engineering Auditorium.
 
As a teacher,
 counselor, 
mentor,
 
researcher and 
administrator,  Terrell, 
has held numerous
 positions in his 20 
years experience
 in higher education.
 
As the current
 vice president
 for 
Student Affairs
 at Northeastern 
Illinois 
University  since 1988, 
'Ferrell 
said  he 
understands
 the importance
 
of his position. 
"In  my 
present
 position, I 
have 
worked closely with 
the university 
presidents and 
provosts in 
developing  
programs 
to complement the 
acade-
mic  mission," 
Terrell  said in a 
letter  
to 
the  chair of the 
Student
 Affairs 
Search 
Committee.  
"These
 associa-
tions have enhanced 
my
 understand-
ing of the 
complexities  of 
curriculum  
development  
and
 the strategies
 
involved 
in
 shared governance
 with 
faculty." 
If 
elected
 to be the new
 vice presi-
dent for Student
 Affairs. Terrell 
stressed that 
he
 would be an advocate 
for students. 
"I think it's 
important
 for the vice 
president to serve 
the needs of the 
students,"  Terrell 
said. "One of 
the 
first things I 
would do would 
meet 
with student 
body officials and 
media, along 
with general students, 
to determine
 some of the more 
important 
issues on campus." 
Terrell said 
he would like to 
enhance 
certain programs at SJSU 
from 
technology
 to diversity. 
"I think technology
 and student 
affairs are very
 important," 'Ferrell 
said. "The whole issue
 of campus cli-
mate  the 
importance of diversity 
on
 a college campus  is another 
area I 
would  like to enhance. Also, it's 
important  to 
celebrate
 our differences 
and 
values  on this 
campus."  
Chris Constantin, director of 
busi-
ness Affairs for 
the Associated 
Students,
 agreed with issues 
Terrell  
emphasized but said 
the availability of 
See Search, page 3 
Cinco  de 
Mayo  
move 
discussed  
Businesses, city 
leaders
 
request
 
change  following 
festival unrest
 
By Melanie 
Balangue  
Spartan Daily 
Staff Writer 
The riots 
that
 followed Onto de 
Mayo's celebration
 on Sunday have 
prompted  city officials 
to threaten to 
move next 
year's  festival from 
down
 
town
 San Jose to the 
Santa Clara 
County Fairgrounds.
 
"We Callt110 
have  the 
S011.10011  
that 
occurred  Sunday 
night  to repeat 
it ...lb" 
said Scott Kit es, executive 
di le, tor of the
 Downtown 
Association. "We're 
thankful (hat 
nobody was seriously injured." 
According
 to John 
Carrillo, A San 
Jose Police 
Department  
spokesman,  
after the 
festival all 
1111fIlly  Crowd
 of  
about
 2,000 people
 began to 
gather  
along Santa 
Clara 
ST
 feet 
between 
Almaden 
Boulevard
 and Third 
Street.  
Various 
fights among the
 participants 
began 
to break out. 
Carrillo said 
tIMI 
bricks
 and 
Ism-
tics were reportedly thrown from the 
crowd. 
San  Jose Police officers tried 
to disperse the crowd that grew more 
aggressive as the police closed in. Five 
officers 
sustained
 
minor  
injuries.  
Officer 
loseph A rd ii  
received 
seven silts 
lies
 011 his forearm after 
being 
cut  by 
.1 broken glass 
bottle  
thrown  at Initi by one of the rioters. 
In A c 
rime 
report
 released 
by the 
San lose Police I Vpartment, among 
the stores vandall/ed
 was
 the Olt:N(011 
g.1S SI.111011 'MAIM 011 East Santa
 
Clara and North Fourth streets. 
l'he San lose Downtown 
ASSOC1.1111/11 held a meeting Tuesday 
morning .11 10 
with  concerned
 
San 
lose men hams, council members and 
citirens to discuss the problems trig 
perish in the wake of the festivity. 
Whether  the an adequately on 
trol the growing sire of the crowds
 al 
See Festival, page 4 
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SJSU
 
offers
 
students  a 
bargain  
on 
entertainment  
and activities 
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San 
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 State University
 
SPARTAN
 
DAILY  
First Daughter should forget Stanford; 
attend  
SJSU
 
instead
 
Now
 that Chelsea Clinton has chosen 
to attend school on the 
West
 Coast 
-- 
3,000  miles away from mom and 
pop  we want
 
her to reconsider her choice 
to matriculate at Stanford University. 
Wc, the editors of the Spartan Daily, 
would like her to consider attending good or 
San Jose State 
University.
 
Before 
you laugh us out of the Silicon 
Valley,
 
(;helsea,  please
 
take
 the opportunity 
to listen to 
the arguments. 
First of all, you have attended ritzy, 
pri-
vate schools your whole life. 
Despite
 Sidwell 
Friend's great reputation for excellence, 
you 
haven't lived until you 
experience life in pub-
lic school. 
Attending a public educational institu-I
 
ment except downtown
 San Jose. 
lion will be 
eye-opening
 and 
an
 
experience 
in the effects of public policy. 
You will experience the pleasure of not 
being able to get the classes necessary for 
graduation, work in 
unwired
 dorm 
rooms 
and watch as you prepare for graduation  
with an adviser who finds three more classes 
you have 
to take 
before  receiving 
your
 diplo-
ma. 
Considering that you are the president's 
daughter,  you will probably  be able to influ-
ence the 
administration  into giving you a 
dorm room 
with  Internet access and an 
adviser who 
will make sure you graduate in 
four
 
years. 
Editorial
 
As a Matter of fact, you would probably 
he
 asked
 to share University President 
Robert Caret's $750,000 Monte Serena 
home. While it is not the White House, it is 
still rather nice living quarters for a college 
student. 
Besides great living quarters, you will have 
the ability to participate in a number of on -
campus extra -curricular activities  oops, 
we forgot that the Associated Students Board 
of Directors killed the program board, leav-
ing students with little recourse for entertain -
You
 can go to the nine
-venue nightclub 
district of San Jose, participate 
in any 
num-
ber 
of post -festival riots and
 take in a night at 
the United Artist downtown 
theater
 where 
seating is plentiful. 
You'd  also be a 
shoo-in  for a job 
as
 the 
AS.
 
President, 
following
 in the 
political 
footsteps of 
your parents. 
You  would 
probably  even 
get
 the board to 
give
 you the 
$1,500
 per month
 stipend they
 
didn't  give to Jeffrey 
Batuhan. 
And 
if athletics
 is your 
thing,  we 
now
 
have  a 
nationally
 ranked 
baseball  team, 
and  
you  
could  take 
lessons  from 
the nation's
 best 
women's golf squad. 
After  
a 
lesson  
or
 two
 
from 
Janice
 Moodie, 
you 
could
 
put  
your
 
dad  
to 
shame
 
on
 the 
links.
 
Plus,  
if 
basketball
 
is 
on 
your  
mind,  both 
the 
men
 and
 
women
 
have
 
open
 positions.
 
Can't  
hit  a 
jumper?
 
Don't
 
worry,  that's 
not  a 
prerequisite
 
for
 
membership
 
on either of 
these
 
teams.  
Chelsea,
 
forget
 
about
 the
 
cool  buildings,  
the
 
nationally
 
ranked
 
sports
 
teams,
 the inher-
ent
 
coolness
 
of 
being  
a 
Stanford
 grad. 
Rethink 
your
 
position.
 
SJSU
 
wouldn't
 
just
 be 
a place to go to 
school;
 
it
 
would  
be 
an 
adventure.
 
Chelsea
 Clinton:
 forced 
to ride on 
dad's coattails 
Why
 does it matter that First 
I )atighter Chelsea 
Clinton will attend Stanford? Sure,
 her dad is 
the ruler of the free world, but does that mean 
the general public should 
dote
 over her as if she has some 
sort admit in world 
affairs  as well  I think not. 
Yet with all the hype and interest, you
 would think 
she 
was next in liiw in an imperial dynasty that would 
rule planet earth.
 
Undeniably, her accomplishments as a student are 
impressive; she
 is among 15,000 students chosen as a 
National Merit semifinalist. 
She is clearly deserving of admission based on her aca-
demic achievements, although I could not see a school
 
rejecting the daughter of the president. 
Clearly, there is some hid 
den 
pressure.  I low easy would 
it he to reit., I the daughter of 
the 
president of the United 
States?  
However, Chelsea's school
 
trig is not so exi tiring 
that we as 
the general 
public
 might be 
interested. It's not like she 
will  
inherit the 
throne  from her 
daddy, 
President hill I 
.linton.
 
She 
will  attend 
college,
 
graduate .ind get
 a job just like 
the rest of its. 
No, wait --- she
 will prob-
ably graduate
 and C l g  .1 better job 
than
 most of us because 
of who she is Is she 
riding on the coattails
 of her 
esteemed 
parent,'
 Y1,11 IllI 
slit
 is. 
- It's understandable
 that nobody paid 
attention  when 
Sean Colley 
an:toothed  he would attend San 
Jose
 State 
University.
 
My parents 
do
 not wield supreme executive 
power. 
They 
have
 never been in 
People
 magazine. 
The cal -sprint, of Michael Jackson
 or Madonna should 
expect
 ilie situ oh superstar treatment 
that  their parents 
attra,I. hut 111.11 is 
because  the publit tends to attribute 
things like 
singing and acting talent as genetic, whereas  
intangilde 
advantages  hke political skill are 
learned.
 
Chelsea should 
have  the i ham e to grow up and have 
a normal hle, if she i 
boost,.  She is, after all, a normal, 
17-year  
old girl even ii she lives
 between 1599 .ind 
1601 Pennsylvania Ave in a 
house  that is white. It might 
be interesting. liiii 
ii
 has been taken to the 
extreme  
Officials mimed m a ie(ent Assoc Lord Press anti 
le (in 
Thursday's 
'Tartan  1)aily) revealed the 
extreme  
attention  
allotted to I .helsea's 
scholitstic  decision. 
According to the article, experts 
say the attention is 
becAllSe  01 Ilit. it loll previously 
made
 to keep the first 
daughter
 11111 Ili Illt. 
1111,11101(.
 
P1111.11, 111.1i is Wily I 'Ill'ke:1 ChOSe a 
sthool
 3,000 
miles  away Inuit mom and dad
 li.ven still, ( itelsea will 
probably  be 
eternally
 
W.1I,  
bed I)V the 
WI.  fel  service. 
It ought base been
 better for het il she 
didn't  
anttioim
 e 
what 
school  
she
 had i 
howl'
 --- 
althourli  it 
Wthlill
 4,111V 1.- .1 m.11111111
 (1111e iodine
 die 
ptiiiiii
 would
 
ithve 
Iiiimii  tilt
 anyway. At 
least then it wouldn't
 he 
so 
drainati,  
Thi ineatiffirlid and interesting
 details about (:lielsca 
CIBBOB'N  
lliiil
 Al 
I,VB
 till IIIII 
Il,,IVI
 ,11,1111t1  WII.11 St 11001 
She 
.111elids
 kit r.1111r1 
bus 
sir,-
 11,1y, 
ha her 
'4111101111g.  
If 
Stanton!
 oileted het 
.1 
s.liolatslitp,  we sail olds. 
wonder ii ii ,.... ii.i,ed 'mid, oii 
hei-  .,,,ideion Iii.iv.ido, 
slid 
in 
Ho rot iiIrlitili,
 to the marketing,
 
value oi.  
having 
her 
pati
 of 
student
 hotly. 
II slIc lc, 
its-i's
 Iii, si holaribip, will 
she will tec (.1Ve 
f111.11141.11
 .11EP 
WRITER'S
 FORUM 
By 
Sean 
Coffey
 
(201k), l a ',lath!), Oath Stall :Writer. 
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The 
Station'
 isn't
 
worth  the 
wait  
he 
Internet  has 
taken  the 
com-
puting world
 by storm. 
Now 
more than 
50 million people
 are 
on-line,
 reading 
the latest 
headlines, 
researching  for 
school  and work 
assign-
ments  or just 
having
 fun surfing
 cyber-
space. 
The Internet
 has transformed 
personal computing
 
into 
the newest 
entertainment  
medium.
 
The
 hottest new entertaimnent
 concept using the 
Internet  is 
"WebTV."
 With 
WebTV,
 Bill Gates 
and 
other computer-geek
 marketers 
are 
trying 
to 
move
 the 
Internet into 
the living room.
 The solitary
 person on a 
personal
 computer 
wasn't  enough 
for
 them. If it 
were  
up 
to
 them, WebTV
 would become
 the newest 
all-
American  family 
pastime  
they
 want the 
whole  family 
surfing in 
cyberspace.  
This WebTV
 concept hasn't
 taken off 
yet,
 hut the 
()fishnet
 is art/9MM.
 Oil the 
Internet  they've 
already  
got we sites 
geared  toward 
family
 entertainment.
 One 
of the newest of 
such all-purpose
 family sites is 
Sony's  
"The  
Station."
 
The 
Station's  got it 
all
  something 
for every mem-
ber
 of the 
family. 
They've 
got playable game 
shows like 
"Jeopardy"
 
and
 "Wheel of 
Fortune"  for 
adults,
 a shopping 
area for 
the family 
consumers, 
"Battleground.'
 for video 
game
 
addicts  and 
Wonderland  
for
 the live and 
under rowd 
Oh
 yes, don't 
forget "Soap 
City"  -- a soap 
pinkies'  sire 
billed as: "For
 those who like 
to
 do more than 
watch!"  
Give me 
a break. The 
whole  concept of 
this  site rubs 
me the 
wrong way. 
Don't  get me 
wrong,
 I like the "Net" 
just as much as 
the next persists. 
but  this site is too 
much.  It tries too 
hard 
to please too many 
people,  and in the end, 
it ends 
up 
pleasing
 nobody. 
'The 
biggest  problem with The 
Station
 is that it's 
loaded
 with too much electronic
 whiz-bangery. There 
Are St) many graphics,
 sounds and animated pictures
 
that 
10 view any part of this site beyond 
the home page 
takes a  good five minutes
 to download on a 28.8 
tnodern
 connection. Unless you have a quicker setup 
like a
 
uhi ru' I SDN line, forget 
playing
 a round of 
GUEST 
COLUMNIST  
I );111,1, 
I t --.1,11 
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"Wheel of 
Fortune"  in less them 
10 min-
utes. I tried to 
 I just got really 
tired 
and frustrated
 in the process. 
Another annoying 
feature
 of this site is 
the
 ever-present "Quest Pass,"
 an Active -
X window 
that
 keeps popping up 
in
 front 
of your current
 screen. I understand 
Sony's For their web
 builder's) logic 
in
 this feature  to 
provide
 a handy menu for 
switching  to various 
parts  of 
the site  but it 
just
 gets in the way. 
There's  some-
thing ro be 
said  for outstanding 
technology,
 but even 
more cart be 
said  for technology used 
in
 a simple com-
plimentary
 fashions. Judging from 
this
 site, Sony needs 
a lesson in user -friendliness.
 
With The 
StatiOtt, Sony has tried to create 
an
 atmos-
phere 
that is both accommodating 
and exclusive  
they have a membership
 registration to create a 
feeling  
of a 
cyber-club.  This feature also 
provides
 a necessary 
safe guard for 
anyone wanting to order
 items on-line 
from Sony's 
shopping  area. 
This  registration was a nice 
gesture,
 but when I tried 
to
 register, it kept telling 
me to pick a different 
on-line  
name.
 I went through about 
30 different on-line aliases,
 
but
 none of them worked. I got
 pretty desperate and 
disgusted when names
 like "Pastrami" and 
'Salad"
 were 
said to be already 
in
 use. Yeah, right. 
I 
expected  more front this sit  it was 
touted  as one 
of the newest
 must -sees On the 
Internet  by a myriad 
of 
different  website 
reviewers.  All I can 
say  is, if yin' have 
a 
ton 
of
 time left on your 
monthly  Internet 
contract,  
then go right ahead and
 check out Sony's The
 Station, 
It should provide 
plenty  of wasted 
hours.
 My advice to 
Bill Gates and 
other  computer 
marketing  
meisters:
 if 
The Station 
is any indication 
of WehTV, forget 
it. 
Get  back to the 
drawing
 board. Try 
again.  
An guest column 
amen
 courtesy 
of The Daily Universe 
from 
Brigham  Young 
University  via U - 
Wire.
 
Petersen is a 
senior majoring in 
English.
 
Larry  re's column 
will  return next 
Wednesday.  
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SJSU
 
should
 
not  
share  
library
 
with
 
the
 
city  
The
 
more  I 
read  
about
 
the  
city
-university  library,
 
the 
more
 I 
think
 
SJSU
 
should 
have 
considered  
completing
 
the  
project
 on 
its 
own.
 
MM.) is 
putting
 
up
 
830  
million
 into 
a new 
460,000 
square 
foot 
library  
on 
campus.
 
The  
City  of San Jose
 is 
only
 
planning
 to 
contribute
 $10 
million.  
The 
library 
will  
be 
open  
to 
the 
people  of San Jose. 
This 
means
 
students
 will
 have
 to 
fight off more traffic 
when
 they 
commute
 
to 
campus.
 
Those  of us who com-
mute 
already
 know
 how
 
congested
 
it can get. SJSU will 
also 
have 
to
 come
 up 
with 
funds
 to 
pay half the cost of 
building
 a 
new  
parking  
structure.
 But
 who 
knows
 how 
many  
people 
will 
share  
those  
new  
parking  
spaces.
 
The city
-university
 
library  
is supposed to be 
a beau-
tifill, 
modern
 
structure.
 I hope
 
this  
building  is 
not 
intended  
to 
be 
characteristic
 
of the 
San 
Jose
 
Arena.
 The 
structure
 is 
beauti-
ful. I 
however,
 the 
people
 who 
perform
 
the  
inside
 duties
 are 
not 
exactly
 doing 
the 
greatest  
job. 
Of
 course,
 I'm 
talking 
about 
the 
management
 of 
the 
San Jose 
Sharks.  
I'm a 
senior  at 
SJSU. 
I'm 
happy 
I will be 
out  of here 
by 
the time
 the 
library
 is 
built.  I 
would  feel 
awkward 
if I saw a 
15 -year
-old 
inside
 of 
my
 uni-
versity 
library.
 
SJSU students
 have earned 
their way into 
the univer-
sity. The
 educational 
facilities  on this 
campus should 
be 
geared
 toward the 
students  and 
the
 faculty who 
work 
and attend 
this  university. It 
should  not include 
the 
interests of the
 surrounding city. 
Whose 
idea
 was it to share 
one  of the most 
important  
facilities on the 
campus?  We could 
have
 built a fine 
library without San 
Jose's  contribution. 
Why
 didn't we 
just build
 
another library 
that concentrat-
ed on 
more  per-
sonnel 
and 
more  recently 
released books? 
That's what 
is 
lacking in our 
libraries. 
Students 
who have faced 
not finding 
a 
book will have 
to 
compete 
with the 24,000 
or so 
students 
from the campus  its
 addition to the rest of 
the peo-
ple  who decide to 
use the new 
library.
 
Let's 
now  concentrate on 
getting the best 
librarians  
we Call possibly  
afford. 
let's  extend library 
hours.  I 
think 
$30  
11111111111  
COUld  have built 
us a sufficient library 
with excellent resources.
 
Where is your
 pride, SJSI1? 
Why do we 
need
 an out-
side
 polIii c 1.111 
corning in 
here  and 
bringing
 her corn-
ntittee? We are now 
going to 
have
 people from outside
 
of the university
 ioming here 
to use the few
 resources 
available
 to 
students.
 
Our 
university  us 
an 
institution
 
in
 and of itself. 
We 
don't need the city 
routing  
in and
 putting
 its two
 cents
 
worth,
 let's take 
tare of 
ourselves.  Next
 time, let 
Mayor 
Susan 
}hammer 
build her 
own library
 somewhere
 out-
side the 
university.  
WRITER'S FORUM 
By Victor 
Ribeiro 
I'm happy I will be 
out of here by the 
time 
the library is 
built. I would feel 
awkward if I saw 
a 15 -year-old 
inside of my 
university
 library.
 
Victor
 
Ribetro  is 
a 
Spartan  
Daily Staff 
Writer.  
A.S. Board
 of 
Directors  deserve 
to 
be 
reprimanded
 
The
 A S 
Board of Directors
 
blatantly  disregarded their 
responsibilities
 as tyre-
sentatIves
 Ill diC students 
at S151..; 
when they
 passed 
the 
budget  for  
199" 
'M.
 
it
 
lookcd
 as 
11
 
111,M  
of 
[hem 
telt pretty 
good 
about  it. 
I 
howsoever
 they 
choose 
to 
explain 
away 
their  
behavior,
 it's 
difficult
 to 
misinterpret
 the jump-
ing 
around,  
hearty  
handshakes,  
high 
fives  and 
ear  to -ear 
grins at 
the 
end  
of the 
session. These were 
happy,
 satisfied 
people,
 and I am 
ashamed
 to admit
 I actually
 voted 
for some
 of them 
and helped 
put 
them 
into
 these 
positions
 
where  
they
 could 
do such 
thssvrvitc
 to 
me 
and  nit' 
TellOW
 sttitictlts.
 
I 
have attended 
A.S.  meetings 
and 
have bel.'1011C 
ditIllAyed  by the 
conduct
 
of the hoard.
 'pie 
major-
ity of the 
A. S.
 
board  no longer 
represents 
anyone's interests  other 
than their own. May I remind the 
population of the lovely leather 
furniture and expensive sound sys-
tern purchased (with A s. dollars) 
hy certain A S 
executives?  
I'm 
B1B 
surprised  people 
have  
forgotten 
about
 those 
purchases,
 
Campus  Viewpoint 
even 
though  they Cost the 
student
 
body well over $10,000. 
(Have  
you considered
 what
 
hour
 
depart-
ment.  doh, Lame or 
organization  
could do with $10,000?).
 How 
easy it was for us to forget! 
Alter all, we 
don't get to use 
the stereo and furniture-- 
we 
just 
got to pay
 for thcm. On top
 of 
that, they approved
 an increase for 
the A.S. president's 
stipend? flow 
does 
financial mismanagement
 
merit a leap from $500 per 
month 
to SI ,500 per month? 
Spare me 
the arguments of 
how 
much student government 
members receive at other colleges; 
how many hours arc put in; how 
nobody realizes what the board 
does; or 
even
 that, in the end, the 
stipend 
was not tripled,
 only dou-
bled.
 Are 
we 
supposed
 to feel 
we've gotten
 sonic sort of bargain? 
The A.S. board 
has taken 
advantage
 
of
 the fact that students 
are busy, overworked,
 distracted 
men 
and  
women who find it diffi-
cult to keep 
an eye on 
the  work-
ings 
of
 the 
student
 
government.
 
'The A.S. 
hoard  
members
 also 
have, for  
the most 
part, a 
greater
 
understanding  
of the 
protocol
 
which  
governs
 their 
proceedings.
 
'The average
 person is 
not 
familiar  with 
the 
proprieties.
 This 
has led 
certain board
 members
 to 
believe
 the 
student  
body
 is igno-
rant and 
easily 
manipulated.
 
Previously,  
the 
students  
at least 
had  the A.S.
 judiciary 
to help look
 
out 
for their
 hest 
interests. 
The 
judiciary 
served 
as a 
watchdog,  
making
 sure the
 actions 
of the 
stu-
dent 
government  
were 
fair and
 in 
accordance
 
with  the
 
by-laws.
 
The 
new  
budget
 
eliminated  
funding
 for 
the  A.S.
 
judiciary
 
and,  
in 
effect,
 the
 A.S. 
board  
members
 
have
 given
 
themselves
 carte
 
blanche
 to 
do
 
whatever
 
they
 damn
 
well  
please  
without
 
interference.
 
'They  
have
 made
 it 
possible  
to 
continue
 their
 arrogant
 
behavior,
 
contempt
 
for  the 
student
 
body
 
and 
departure
 from 
ethical
 behav-
ior. And
 for this,
 they
 deserve not 
to 
be 
rewarded  
but 
reprimanded.
 
Erica Garcia 
Social Work 
IMm 
Wednsday,
 
May
 7, 1997 
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Library
 holds 
book  sale 
library Sales 
and  Donations 
Unit
 will be 
holding
 
their  ongoing book sale 
today  from 10 a.m. 
to 3 p.m. in the donations and Sales Unit in 
Wahlquist
 
North
 Room 408 and 
Clark  Library's 
lobby. For more 
information,  contact the acquisi-
tions 
department
 at 
924-2705.  
Black 
graduation  
meeting  
The Black Graduation committee for 1997 will
 
be holding a general 
meeting  today and every 
Wednesday 
at
 7 p.m. in BC 101. For 
more
 infor-
mation,
 call 
924-7915.
 
Creatively
 spiritual 
.Fhe Episcopal Canterbury Community is host-
ing a dinner and discussion called, "Creativity and 
Spirituality" with 
guest speaker Donald Skinner. 
The discussion will take place in the Student Union 
Costanoan
 Room from 5:30 p.m. to 7 p.m. For 
more  information, call Anna at 
293-2401.  
Test your body fat 
For only $5, the Department of Nutrition and 
Food Service will be testing 
people's  body fat from 
1:30 p.m. to 3 p.m. today in CCB 103. For more 
information, call 
Kim  Roth at 924-3110.
 
Daily Mass 
The Catholic Campus
 Ministry will be holding
 
daily  Mass from 12:05 
p.m.
 12:30 p.m. in the John
 
XXIII Center, across
 from the SJSU 
Theatre.  For 
more  information, 
call Ginny at 
938-1610.  
Angels
 descend on SJSU
 
The San 
Jose State University 
Theatre will be 
presenting City of Angels
 at 1 p.m. in the University 
Theatre
 in Hugh Gillis Hall. For 
tickets
 and ticket 
information,  contact the 
University
 Theatre Box 
Office  at 
924-4555.
 
Sociology officers 
'[he Sociology Club 
will hold its election of club 
officers
 for fall 1997 today from 2:30 
p.m. to 3:30 
p.m. in Dudley Moorhead Hall Room 358. 
It will 
be
 the final meeting this semester. For more infor-
mation, call 
924-5323.  
Sorority 
career workshop
 
Delta 
Sigma  'Fheta will be 
sponsoring a career 
workshop for African
-Americans  in Moulder Hall 
lounge from 6 
p.m. to 8 p.m. For more 
informs -
lion, contact Tiffany Simpson at 928-6439 
Last chance for pizza, 
drinks 
and 
object -oriented 
database  
systems 
Mathematics and
 Computer Science club 
will 
hold
 its last meeting of the semester from 1:30 
p.m. to 2:20 in 
MacQuarrie Hall Room 233. The 
meeting will include presentations on 
object -orient-
ed database. For more information, call 924-5087. 
Child development Club meets 
The Child Development Club will hold its last 
meeting
 of the semester in CCB 118 at 3:30 p.m.
 
For more information, Call Dawn 
Holt  at 924-
3728.
 
Pre -Optometry Club 
[he
 
Pre -Optometry Club 
will  be meeting at 5:30 
p.m. in Duncan Hall Room 249. For more infor-
mation, contact Yen at 814-3322. 
West African 
drumming and 
dance 
Master drummer C. K. 14dzekpo will be featured 
with SJSU's Afro -Caribbean and West African 
Drumming classes as they perform on Tower Hall 
lawn from noon to 1 p.m. 
Student galleries
 art exhibitions 
'lhe School of 
An and Design presents shows in 
galleries 2, 3, 5, 8 
and Herbert Sanders in the Art 
Building and Industrial Studies today through 
Friday. For more information, call the Gallery 
Office 
at
 924-4330.
 
Akbayan 
elections  
l'he 
Akbayan
 
Club  will 
hold
 fall 1997
 elections 
today at 3 p.m. in
 the
 Student Union Umunhum 
Room.
 Call Akbayan voice mail at 534-1140 for 
more 
information.  
Compiled by 
James  S. Gunsalus 
Spartan Daily Staff 
Writer  
Search
 
continued 
from page 1 
classes and fees were important 
issues to be focused on as well. 
Terrell said if he is elected, he is 
looking forward to coming to a 
diverse campus,
 that is similar to 
Northwestern's 
population.  
"Since 
Northwestern
 only has 
11,000 students, 
I think the posi-
tion
 at San Jose State 
would be a 
very 
challenging  and 
exciting  posi-
tion," Terrell said. 
"It's  an opportu-
nity for someone to 
come and build 
a model student 
affairs
 division at 
San Jose State." 
Terrell said 
that lie would work 
hard 
to be a mediator 
between the 
students  and the 
president
 when 
issues 
arise.  He also 
emphasized
 his 
desire to stay
 in direct contact with 
student
 officers and 
hold monthly 
public forums for 
the general stu-
PHOTO
 By DREW NIELSEN  Spartan Daily 
Presidential
 Intern 
Dwayne  Hearn 
walks with Melvin
 C. Terrell, 
Candidate  
Vice
 Presidential
 for Student Affairs, 
after lunch at the Dining 
Commons with facutly
 and staff members 
Tuesday. Terrell, 
currently  Vice 
President 
of
 Student 
Affairs for 
North  
Eastern
 Illinois
 University, is the 
11th  
of 12 
final candidates 
for the position 
to come to SJSU 
to date. 
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ATHENS  
OS 
dent body to voice their
 concerns 
and ask 
questions.  
Dwayne Hearn, a student
 intern 
for the president, 
said he hopes that 
whoever is 
elected  will continue 
with what the current vice presi-
dent has done, as well as generating 
new ideas for the well-being of 
SJSU 
students.  
"I think the acting vice presi-
dent has been misrepresented by 
unfair and
 ungrounded com-
ments," Hearn said. "Whoever is 
elected will have the benefit of 
strengthening the 
division  by hav-
ing our current vice president to 
help them in creating a greater 
sense of team spirit." 
By instigating such plans as 
reorganizing the Student Affairs 
Division, 
improving  the delivery of 
student services and initiating lead-
ership programs, 
Terrell  received a 
fellowship at Florida State 
University. 
The American Council 
on 
Education conferred this honor 
upon
 him for his strong leadership 
skills. 
"As an American Council on 
Education Fellow, I obtained first-
hand 
knowledge  of the issues, 
responsibilities and strategies asso-
ciated with the 
successful
 operation 
of a flag -ship institution
 of higher 
education,"
 Terrell said in the letter 
to the chair of the Student Affairs 
Search
 Committee. 
In addition to his administrative
 
duties.  Terrell is a teacher as well.
 
lie
 has taught courses in Black 
studies, multicultural education, 
and higher education administra-
tion.
 
"Indeed my 
teaching
 experi-
ence, as well as mentoring and 
counseling, 
has broadened my per-
spective of student and faculty con-
cerns with regard to core curricu-
lum 
development arid the strategies 
involved in shared governance with 
faculty," Terrell said in the letter to 
the chair. 
To add more accomplishments 
to his list, Terrell belongs to .e vari 
ety of professional organizations,
 
has done selected professional and 
university service, has served on 
editorial boards, written three 
books and numerous articles, and 
has made many keynote addresses. 
1 le has also received a number of 
honors and awards, 
notably  
"Who's Who in Black America"
 in 
1988. 
ti VIII 
Citi
 
Ohlone
 
College
 courses 
transfer
 
easily to your
 4 -year 
University!
 
Ohlone
 features 
award -winning 
faculty  and 
accredited  programs.
 
Sign up 
for  Summer 
Classes
 Now. 
Classes  Begin June 16 
Just 
$13 per unit 
Call 
510-659-6100  
ocok,
 
o 
'Queer' 
columnist
 
speaks
 
By 
Larry  
Hernandez
 
Spartan
 
Daily Staff 
Writer 
Students and faculty
 will get tire 
chance to hear about the possibiltity 
of uniting across the 
divisions
 of race, 
sexual orientation, gender 
and eco-
nomic class from a 
"queer  perspec-
tive" when author and activist 
Urvashi Vaid speaks on campus 
tonight. 
David Ward of 
the Institute for 
Social Responsibility said students 
can learn how they 
can get involved 
in creating communication and rela-
tionships between the various groups. 
The Institute for Social 
Responsibility is 
.1
 co- sponsor of the 
event. 
Vaid 
will  be speaking
 in the 
Engineering
 Building
 Auditorium 
(Room 
189) at 7 p.m.
 The author 
also serves 
as director of 
the  Policy 
Institute  of the 
National Gay 
and 
Lesbian
 Task Force, 
is a columnist for
 
the 
Advocate,  a gay and
 lesbian news 
magazine,
 and acts as a 
consultant  to 
gay and
 lesbian groups. 
Women 
Studies 
Department  
Chair
 Lois Helmbold
 said creating
 
coalitionsand 
unity among 
vari-
ous 
groups  is an 
important  political 
issue
 that affects the
 lives of students.
 
"The  Possibility of 
Coalitions"  is also 
being sponsored
 by the 
Women's  
Studies
 Department, 
the Campus 
Climate Committee
 and the Gay and 
Lesbian Faculty and Staff Association. 
Vaid will also be talking about 
"Virtual Equality: The Mainstream of 
Gay and Lesbian Liberation," her 
book on the 
gay and lesbian civil 
rights 
movement.  
Vaid said the conservative move-
ment has illustrated that coalition 
politics are powerful, but progressive 
groups seem unable to unite across 
the divisions of class, race, and sexual 
orientation.
 
Helmbold said the issues Vaid 
raises tonight will be 
discussed further 
'Thursday in the Guadclope
 Room of 
the  Student Union. The discussion, 
she said, will be held from noon to 
1:30 
p.m.  
Oakland task 
force  
presents
 
final 
report
 on 
ebonics  
issue 
OAKLAND, Calif. (Al')  
Members of the Oakland education 
task force that last December intro-
duced the nation to "ebonies" pre-
sented a final report on Tuesday that 
didn't include the word. 
"E is for emergency in education. 
It is not for ebonies," said school 
board member Toni Cook. 
Officials stressed their 
word  choice 
doesn't mean they're backing 
off
 
the 
contention that 
teachers
 need train-
ing to deal with some black students 
who 
speak  something other than 
standard English. 
"None of us are shying away from 
the word ebonies," said Sylvester 
Hodges, chairman of the 
Task Force 
on the Education of African 
American Students. 
He and other school officials 
downplayed the missing
 "ebonies" 
- . f o r m e d
 from the words "ebony" and 
"phonics'' -- 
saying  that it simply 
became unnecessary 
when it came 
time to write
 
the gist of the recom-
mendations. 
However, Hodges
 conceded there 
had beena
 conscious effort to define 
exact meanings rather than use 
Umbrella terms. 
Oakland 
school officials hadn't 
planned to make national
 headlines 
last 
December when the
 task force's 
first report 
prompted a school
 board 
resolution 
suggesting that 
ebonies,  or 
black 
F.nglish,
 was a 
"genetically  
based" 
separate  language. 
While 
school  officials insisted
 they 
were just
 trying to help black
 students 
learn 
English,  critics 
denounced
 
the 
resolution
 as legitimizing
 slang and 
underestimating 
black  students. 
In mid -January,
 the school board
 
revised their 
resolution to, 
among 
other 
things,
 drop all 
suggestion
 that 
black 
English  was 
genetically
 based. 
[however,
 the 
resolution
 still declared
 
that ebonies
 is "not 
merely"
 a dialect 
of English. 
The final report
 refers only 
to
 the 
"language
 systems 
of African 
Americans." 
The report
 recommends
 expand-
ing  the state's 
Standard 
English  
Program 
to all preschools 
and  de-
mentary 
schools  through 
Grade 3 
where the 
black  student 
population  is 
53 percent or higher. 
It also recommends that sixth- and 
ninth -grade 
teachers be trained in 
that program,
 which helps 
black  stu-
dents 
transform
 the language 
they 
speak at home into 
proper
 English. 
The 
language  development 
recom-
mendations are 
part of a live
-year,
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SOFTWARE 
INTERNSHIP 
Are you 
interested
 in the 
Held  of data 
communications?
 
Telcconimunications
 manufacturer 
seeks  Junior/Senior 
liSCS 
major  with strong 
'C'
 programming 
skills
 for 
paid summer internship. 
Send resume
 to: 
T-COM Corporations 
Dept ESWI 
PO 
Box  391506 
Mountain View,
 CA 94039 
or fax  to: 415/964-3958 
nearly $2 million plan to improve the 
performance
 of black students, who 
make up 53 percent of Oakland's 
52,000 students. 
Critics viewed the ebonies -free 
report as a positive move. 
"The original document had an 
angry black separatist stamp on it," 
John McWhorter, professor of lin-
guistics and African -American 
Studies at the 
University of 
California
-Berkeley, told The 
Oakland Tribune. 
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Therapists
 
By 
Puna 
Nair  
Spartan  
Daily
 Staff
 
Writer 
If you 
happen  to break your legs or 
fracture 
your arms, your chances 
of 
seeing an occupational
 therapist will 
be a lot easier
 than seeing a doctor 
Not  only they provide a 
variety
 of 
therapy 
care
 from physical therapy to 
mental therapy. 
So what does an occupational 
therapists do exactly?
 According to 
Kay 
Schwartz,  professor and chair 
of 
the occupational therapy department, 
an these therapists helps restore and 
sustain productive life to people 
recovering from illnesses 
or injuries. 
"An OT's 
goal is to help the indi-
vidual do 
what  they could do 
before  
they got 
into an accident
 or prob-
lem," Schwartz 
said. She said these 
therapists
 help people become com-
fortable in 
their  work and home 
envi-
ronment by 
working with them phys-
ically and mentally 
until they get bet-
ter. 
Schwartz, who 
graduated  with a 
Ph.D. in education 
from Harvard 
University, said SISU's occupational
 
therapy program is impacted from the 
popularity of the profession. 
Amy Killingsworth, professor and 
undergraduate student 
coordinator,
 
said early this year the program was 
designated
 by the Chancellor's Office 
as an impacted major. 
An undergraduate program is des-
ignated as impacted when when there 
are more 
students  applying for the  
major than availablity. Campuses can 
use a selection process based on GPA 
and grades in prerequisite courses to 
enroll students. 
"People don't stay long in the hos-
pitals anymore," Killingsworth said. 
"That's where OT's come in. They 
are more service oriented and are 
groomed to take care of people when 
hospitals cannot." 
Killingsworth said the demand for 
occupational therapists was so much 
that it was recognized by the Labor 
Department  as one of the fastest
 
growing 
professions. 
Schwartz said the 
program became 
popular
 in the beginning of the 90's 
when students got tired of applying to 
the then 
impacted programs in busi-
ness. 
"Everyone  wanted to get into busi-
!WM management," Schwarz said. 
"No one thought 
about  health care or 
San
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Occupational 
therapy
 major Sharon Dekelbum, right, demonstrates a 
shapes -recognition test as class members 
laugh at the increasing difficulty 
of the 
seemingly
 
simple  test. Dekelbum has had 
to wait until her senior year to 
take the 
Occupational Therapy 125 lab class because of the 
competition
 for the class. 
education." Today 
Schwartz said with 
more people 
aging 
and living a lot 
longer, health  care 
has moved to the 
community in the 
form of nursing
 
homes. The 
occupa-
tional therapy proles 
sion helps to fill the 
gap between hospitals 
and nursing homes. 
Schwartz said 
SJSU is one of three 
schools offering an 
occupational therapy 
program
 
in 
California. The other 
Iwo schools are the 
University
 of 
Southern 
California  
"An OT's 
goal
 
is to help the 
individual
 do 
what
 they 
could 
do
 
before 
they 
got into an 
accident or 
problem." 
 Kay Schwatrz, 
department chair 
and Loma Linda
 
University, both 
private
 schools 
where tuition fees run high. SJSU 
is 
the only program
 in California in the 
public school system. 
"San Jose 
State 
University is financially 
accessible to students 
who cannot afford high 
tuition costs at the 
other two schools," 
Schwartz
 said. 
In fact
 it is so acces-
sible
 sonic students like 
Mia 
Yarnauchi
 corn -
mutes three times
 per 
week from Berkeley to 
attend classes in San 
Jose. She said she does 
not mind the 
commute  
because being an occu-
pational therapist is 
what she wants to do. 
"I like the program
 
so far. 
Even  though it's 
very 
intense  I get a lot 
of support from my 
peers and
 advisors," 
Yamauchi said it took her two years 
to get into the program and said it is 
a program 
where you have to be on 
top of 
everything. 
The occupational therapy pro-
gram first started
 at SJSU in January 
1944.  
The program grew from 
46 stu-
dents in 
1994 to 350 
currently
 
enrolled. About 300 students are still 
waiting to get 
into
 the program. 
"The good 
thing about
 
impaction," Killingsworth
 said, "is 
students will know right 
away
 if they 
are accepted the program or 
not. If 
they don't get in one 
semester
 they 
can re -apply the next, so 
their chances 
of getting in are a 
lot better." 
Currently there are 44,000 prac-
ticing occupational therapists
 in the 
country  not inc hiding 
students  who 
may graduate this year. Killingsworth 
said
 SJSU's program is 
popular 
because quality 
of the classes is 
stressed more
 than quantity of stu-
dents.  
"After all our 
students are otir 
greatest ambassadors," she
 said. 
Convicted  Army
 sergeant
 gets 25 
years 
ABERDEEN PROVING 
GROUND, Md. (Al')  A court-mar-
tial jury today sentenced an Army drill 
sergeant to 25 years in prison for raping 
six female trainees and other offenses. 
Staff Sgt. Delmar G. 
Simpson
 could 
have been sentenced to life in prison on 
a single rape conviction. 
The jury, which convicted Simpson 
exactly one week ago
 after 31 hours of 
deliberations, took about 2 1/2 hours to 
reach a decision on his sentence on IN 
counts of rape and 34 other offenses, 
mostly other Iiirms of sexual miscon-
duct. 
Simpson, who showed no emotion 
while  standing to hear his sentence, 
hugged his mother, Edna, and kissed 
her rarehead afterward and left the 
courtroom with his arm around his 
wife's shoulders.
 
The allegations against Simpson had 
led to charges against 12 stall  members 
at Aberdeen Proving 
Ground,  30 miles 
northeast of Baltimore. The claims also 
prompted 
investigations into sexual
 
misconduct at 
U.S. military bases 
worldwide.
 
"This is a case about abuse of 
power," said IA. 
Col.  Gabriel Riesco, 
chief of staff at the Ordnance Center 
and 
School  at Aberdeen. "This should 
be a flare in the night. 
Those  sergeants 
and instructors out there 
t mil i
 tig 
instead of training should think 
twiar."  
The  five -man, one -woman 
panel 
also  ordered Simpson be 
dishonorably  
disc barged
 Al A reduced rank of private 
El.
 Gen. John E. 
Longhouser,  
commander of the 
Aberdeen Proving 
Ground, must 
approve the sentence. 
Ile may 
reduce it but not add to 
it. 
1 he 
sentence
 also will automatic  ally 
reviewed by the 
U.S.  Army Court of 
( 
:monad 
Appeals.  
Defense attorney Frank Spinner 
said 
the sentence would be appealed as far as 
necessary, insisting that the sex was 
consensual. 
"It's our contention that Sergeant 
Simpson did not rape anyone," Spinner 
said.  
He said the message from the Case 
was: "If you're black, an African. 
American drill 
sergeant
 in the Army, 
you're an endangered
 species." 
Although 
race was barely mentioned 
during the trial, 
there have been accusa-
tions of racism 
from
 SAMIC Hack leaders. 
All 12 soldiers (barged
 at Aberdeen are 
black  Simpson included - while 
most
 of their accusers are white. The 
Army defiled race played .1 part in its 
investigation. 
If Simpson's 
sentence
 is upheld, lie 
would  be eligible for clemency
 in five 
years, and eligible lin parole
 afier serv-
ing
 one-third of the sentence, or 
eight 
SUMMER 
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If you didn't
 sign up for ROTC
 as a 
freshman or 
sophomore,  you can still catch 
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and one-third
 years. 
Simpson 
will be given
 credit for 
serving  nearly 
14
 months, even 
though 
he has 
been incarcerated
 for only about
 
half
 that time.
 The judge 
agreed to 
credit him 
with  extra time 
after defense 
lawyers 
argued  the 
conditions  in 
a 
Marine Corps brig 
in 
Quantico,
 
Va.,
 
were unnecessarily harsh. 
The 
panel last 
week convicted
 
Simpson, .32, on 1 
i 
omits 
of 
rape  and 
29 other offenses, mostly  
sexual
 mis-
conduct 
Simpson 
also was
 
sentenced  
today
 iiii
 lint 
I s,Ctc liArycs 
10 
which he 
had alre.nly pleaded
 guilty 
In 
losing 
arguments  
today,  the 
prase,
 mot, Capt. 
David  
Thomas, 
asked for the 
maximum 
penalty  of life 
in prison
 
to
 
send a 
message,  not 
only
 
to 
him but to 
drill  sergeants 
past  and 
future that what 
he
 did will not be tol-
erated." 
"If 
there  WAS ever 
A Case tO ASk 
for 
Ow 
maximum
 
penalty,
 it would
 be this 
4,11 
ThonlAS
 said.
 
Defense  
attorney  
Capt.  Edward
 
Brads, 
had  asked 
the jury 
to
 sentence
 
simpson
 
to no 
jail  time, 
saying  
the 
panal 
hari
 already
 sent A 
message 
of 
(ict,r1,Iiii  with
 its 
guilty  
verdicts.
 
Loan
 
continued 
from
 page 1 
without  
advisers  
present,
 and 
our  
students
 do not 
have a 
reasonable
 
access  to 
this 
activity,"
 Myers
 
wrote
 to 
Lawrence  
in a memo
 
dated 
April  30. 
"You 
and  
the
 
Executive  
Board  do 
not have
 the 
authority  to 
make financial
 com-
mitments  
without 
the 
approval  of 
ASB  and 
the  
College.
 To make 
any 
such 
commitments  
is to vio-
late  
College
 policy 
and to 
assume  
a 
personal 
legal and 
financial 
lia-
bility for those 
actions."  
Lawrence
 said 
the 
majority  of 
senate  
members  
support
 legal 
action  
against
 the 
district.
 He also
 
said  the 
agenda
 for the 
meeting  
was 
posted 
72
 hours 
before the 
meeting,
 thus, making
 it legal. 
"On the
 advice of 
legal counsel
 
we 
met at San 
Jose State," 
Lawrence 
said.  "I will 
not let the 
dean of 
students
 break up 
another 
senate 
meeting
 like he has
 done in 
the past. 
The  students 
have
 cer-
tain rights 
that should 
not be 
taken away." 
Ginden said the 
meeting  was 
one 
of
 many 
inappropriate  
actions Lawrence has taken
 dur-
ing his tenure as president. 
"(Lawrence)
 has 
been 
impeached and will be removed
 at 
the
 next legally called meeting," 
Ginden 
said.  "He's lost control of 
the rest of the senate and this is 
his way of fighting back." 
Festival  
continued from 
page 1 
Cita() de May() festivals WAS one 
of the problems addressed at the 
meeting.
 
Councilman David Pandori 
voiced his support for the transfer 
of the 
festival from downtown 
San Jose to the fairgrounds locat-
ed at South Seventh Street and 
Tully Road. 
"I 
hope the city gives serious 
thought to holding (the festival) 
at the fairgrounds," Pandori 
said. 
"Some benefits of holding it there 
is that it is a gated facility and that 
the size of the 
crowd  can be con-
trolled." 
Pandori
 said that the down-
town is simply too large a place to 
have 
complete crowd control, and
 
might have 
in fact contributed
 to 
the riots. 
"It's hard 
holding
 the festival 
downtown  there
 are too many 
streets, lists of 
parking  and basical-
ly too 
much  movement," 
Pandori  
said. "The police 
were  just far 
outnumbered. The downtown
 
has a multitude 
of streets and 
parking. You can't 
just  kick peo-
ple °lithe 
streets  just because they 
might 
allegedly  be gang 
members.  
You have 
to treat 
everybody 
According
 to 
Lawrence,
 
an 
impeachment
 
investigation
 was 
completed,
 
but 
no official 
charges
 
were 
filed. 
"I 
have
 
been accused 
by 
Jahmai
 and 
other 
members
 of the 
senate
 
that
 have
 been 
manipulat-
ed 
by
 
the 
administration,"
 
Lawrence
 
said.  
"The  charges 
were  
completely
 
false 
and  I 
have 
not 
been 
impeached."
 
Mike 
Yaghmai, 
A.S. vice
 presi-
dent said the 
loan  was given to 
West  Valley's 
student
 senate 
because their 
"budget  is 
currently
 
frozen 
because of an 
on -going 
battle 
with  the 
administration."  
Ginden, 
however,  said the stu-
dent 
senate's  budget is 
not frozen. 
"We could approve
 
$80,000 
tomorrow if
 (Lawrence) held a 
meeting,"  
Ginden
 said. 
Scan Penello, staff 
member of 
the 
West Valley Norseman,
 the 
college's 
newspaper, said 
the 
Student 
Senate
 has not had 
an 
official meeting 
in more than 
three 
months.
 
"If the
 (student senate) held a 
legitimate
 meeting and
 asked for 
money
 for an on -campus activity, 
such 
as a band coming to 
campus,  
they'd 
probably get the 
money,"
 
Pencil° said.
 "The administration 
members
 only step in on money 
issues when they see 
something 
extremely
 wrong." 
equally." 
Those opposed to the pro-
posed transfer of the festival is 
David Rodriguez, the 
chairman  of 
the GI Forum, which has 
spon-
sored the downtown San Jose 
Cinco de Mayo festival since 
1983.
 
According to 
Rodriguez,  the 
purpose of the festival is to keep 
the culture 
alive  not just for 
Mexican -Americans but for all 
cultures as well. Rodriguez said 
that the downtown merchants 
want to eliminate the festival 
from 
downtown altogether.
 
"The downtown merchants are 
stereotyping  Mexicans in gener-
al," 
Rodriguez  said. "Those who 
were involved in the riots were 
just a few troublemakers." 
Knies, Pandori 
and others who 
attended
 the meeting were 
in
 
agreement 
that
 the San Jose 
Police Department
 did an ade-
quate job in handling
 the Sunday 
disturbance.
 
"The
 issue is 
not  whether 
Cinco de 
Mayo will be 
held
 in 
downtown  
San  Jose  
it will 
always
 be held
 here," 
Pandori  
said.
 "The real 
question 
here  is: 
Where  will 
it be held?"
 
Football  
player  
denies
 rape
 
charge
 
LEXIN(,TON,  Ky. (AP)  
Minnesota Vikings running back 
Maurece "Moe" Williams plead-
ed innocent to first -degree rape
 
charge and WAS released without 
bond 
during a court hearing 
'Tuesday.  
Fayette District Judge Maria 
Ransdell scheduled 
a preliminary 
hearing 
for Friday. No bond was 
set 
because
 Williams was sum-
moned to 
appear
 Friday, accord-
ing to A 
spokeswoman
 in the 
court  clerk's office. 
During 
the  hearing, Williams
 
 _ 
waived
 a 
Inrmal
 
arraignment.
 lie 
WAS 
represented
 
by 
Lexington
 
lawyer
 Mike
 Moloney,
 a 
former  
state senator.
 
A 
21
-year -old
 
Lexington
 
woman 
claimed  
the  former
 
University  
of
 Kentucky
 star raped
 
her 
April  27 at a 
residence.  A rape
 
charge  was filed 
by
 the alleged vic-
tim 
April  30.
 
A 
report said the woman was 
examined 
at the University of 
Kentucky emergency 
room for 
injuries that 
included  contusions 
on her
 back. 
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ri 
Right Head 
coach 
Lou Tully playfully 
sticks
 
out  his 
tongue
 during a 
warm-up
 session 
before  a game
 
against  Santa Clara 
University Having 
been a referee
 and 
an assistant coach 
in the past, Tully 
wants to help build a 
great water polo 
empire at his alma 
mater. 
Right: Jennifer 
Anstey, left and 
Alison 
Jensen  trim 
their finger 
nails 
before a match with 
Santa Clara 
University.  The refer-
ee checks 
each
 play-
er's nails to make 
sure
 they can't use 
them as weapons
 
during the
 guise. 
Water polo  
wze 
aicivrt
 
't 
continued from page 1 
With  a 4-17 record, the 
debut of SJSU's 
women's water polo 
team was a victory to the only 
people to whom it really 
mattered:
 the athletes. 
"From the 
beginning
 to the end, there was
 great 
improvement," goalie Cathy 
Hernandez said. "We 
always have a good time whether we're winning
 or 
losing."
 
With  only four members with previous 
experi-
ence,
 
the team was 
encouraged by their coach to 
focus on what was important. 
"I said a lot, 'Don't worry about the record or 
even the score, worry about your own execution 
and the rest will take
 care of itself, Tully said. 
Jennifer 
Matey,
 left, and
 Lisa Soares try to relax
 after losing  to 
UC
 Davis
 
123-31
 Some
 members
 of 
the squad 
were
 part of the 
swim 
team and only had one week off between 
sports  
PHOTOS
 BY 
BRANDON
 GARCIA
 
 SPARTAN 
DAILY 
"We might have gotten beat up 
pretty good in the 
pool but they did
 a great job." 
Playing against
 such teams as Stanford 
and 
Berkeley   ranked second 
and  third, respectively 
 the women kept 
realistic  expectations. 
"There 
were  a lot of cases 
where
 
we knew we'd 
get beat," Hernandez
 said. "We didn't expect 
to 
win a lot
 of the time. But 
we
 
didn't
 give up." 
Overcoming 
obstacles  was a major goal of 
the  
team. 
"Water
 polo was brand 
new
 to 
almost
 every-
one," team member Jcssyca
 Nabozny said. "We 
knew we weren't the 
best
 team out there, so it was 
all 
about having a good time and learning  
from the 
other 
teams."
 
Six of the women
 who joined the
 team in March
 
 almost
 two months 
after  the other 
seven
 had 
already 
begun practicing
  were 
from the swim
 
team 
and  largely 
unaccustomed
 to the 
fast
-paced 
group
 aspect of 
water  polo. 
"It's a 
reaction
 sport and 
the extreme 
contact of 
it 
was different for
 most of them,"
 Tully said. 
"But  
they were 
all very eager to 
learn how to 
really  play." 
The 
team capped 
off an 
educational
 season
 April 
28 with A 
13-4 win 
against 
California  
State  
University,
 
Bakersfield.  
"We 
learned
 how 
to play 
off each 
other," 
Nabozny
 said.
 "We were 
a unified 
team. We 
didn't 
put each 
other 
down;
 
we
 
cheered  each 
other 
on."
 
Left:  Kristi
 Leong,
 left, 
Katie
 Kascht,
 
center,
 and 
other 
members
 of 
the  
team 
celebrate  
a win 
against  
Santa  Clara
 
University,  
their  first
 of the 
season.
 The
 
Spartans
 
defeated
 the 
Broncos  
Z1 
and
 went 
on
 to win 
two 
more 
games,  
closing
 out 
the 
inaugural
 
season  
4-17
 
Above: Coach
 Tully gives a 
speech of encour-
agement to 
the  team
 after
 a loss to UC Davis.
 'We 
have 
to roll with the punches and have
 fun in this 
first
 season or we're not going to make  
it," Tully 
said. 
Left: SJSU's 
Jessyca  Nabozny, left 
and  Amy 
Fletcher of Santa Clara University race for a 
loose 
ball during the Spartans first win of the 
season.  
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PHOTO 
By ARIC CRABB 'Spartan Daily 
SJSU', bench 
celebrates  after Steve Ashley's grand slam put the Spartans
 ahead of Stanford 4-3 Tuesday at Municipal Stadium. The
 No. 
22 Spartans beat the
 No. 2 Cardinal in the last game before the Western 
Athletic  Conference Championship in San Diego, May 14-17 
SJSU 
men's  tennis 
receives  
no
 love 
- Men's cross country 
team to be added 
Spartan Daily Staff Report 
The SJSU Athletics 
department  
in expected to announce changes in 
the
 
selection of intercollegiate 
sports offered at SJSU, including 
the elimination of the men's tennis 
team and the addition of a men's 
cross country team, according to 
sources close to the department who 
asked 
not  to be identified. 
"The department is in the 
process
 of holding discussions 
con-
cerning the sports 
program's config-
uration for next year," Said 
Lawrence Fan, 
director  of SJSU 
sports information. 
Fan would
 
not comment on the 
specifics of the discussions, but said 
decisions will be announced late
 
in 
the 
week.  
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Cardinal
 
red
 
in 
the
 
face
 
No. 
22 Spartans
 
exact
 
revenge
 
upon
 
Stanford
 for
 
earlier
 
defeat
 
By Dennis 
Knight 
Spartan 
Daily Staff Writer
 
The Stanford 
Cardinal  baseball 
team  
came to Municipal Stadium Tuesday
 night 
ranked
 
second  in the nation and 
riding
 an 
eight -game 
winning streak. 
It left in stunned 
disbelief  after the 
Spartans played their most inspired game 
of the year, en route to a 14-5 victory. 
In a 
battle for Bay Area bragging 
rights,  
the Spartans 
(38-19)
 avenged their 12-6 
loss at Stanford on April 15 with a combi-
nation of clutch hitting and quality pitch-
ing. Javier Pamus 
came  on in the  fourth 
inning to relieve starter Jason Jimenez. 
Pamus
 came up big, 
striking
 out six and 
allowing two runs to score in 
his six innings of work. 
Stanford (37-14) started the 
scoring in the top of the second 
inning when first baseman 
1.uke 
Quaccia  hit a drive over 
the wall in right center field for 
to tie
 the score
 and put
 the 
pressure  on 
the 
Spartans.
 
In the 
bottom of 
the fifth, 
center field-
er Scott
 
Lewis
 
started
 a rally when 
he was 
hit by 
an errant
 pitch. 
Vazquez  
and Berns
 
both 
drew 
walks  to 
load
 the 
bases 
for sec-
ond 
baseman  
James.  
James  drove a 
2-1 pitch 
to
 the wall 
in
 
left center 
to clear the 
bases  and start 
an 
inning in 
which  the 
Spartans
 sent 13 men
 
to the
 plate and 
scored nine
 runs. 
"They weren't 
throwing  too many 
good 
pitches,
 so I was trying 
to be patient and 
get a 
pitch to hit well," 
James  said. "In the 
first Stanford
 game, we didn't 
have Lewis 
and Ashley 
(because  of 
injuries),
 in this 
game  we had 
everyone
 and it made 
us 
stronger.' 
The Spartans 
broke into the 
Collegiate
 Baseball Top 25 
this 
week with a 
ranking of 22. 
Coach Sam  
Piraro isn't 
too  
worried about 
where his team 
is ranked, 
he
 is pleased with 
SPAR -TAW, 
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a two -run homer, his eighth of the year. 
The Cardinal added 
another run in the 
third to go ahead 3-0. 
That  set the stage for senior catcher 
Steve Ashley's offensive heroics in 
the  bot-
tom of the fourth inning. Ashley had 
already made his presence felt by throwing 
out runners trying to 
steal in the second 
and fourth innings. 
Antonio Vazquez
 led off the fourth with 
a single to right field, first baseman Robert 
Berns and second baseman Tony James 
followed with consecutive walks to load the 
bases for Ashley. With the count full, 
Ashley hit a long drive that flew over the 
Heineken  sign in left center field for his 
first collegiate grand slam and sixth homer 
of
 
the year. 
A fired -up 
Spartans' team greeted 
Ashley at home plate as the crowd of 486 
people cheered wildly. 
"We always feel like we can win, but it 
was extra nice 
doing  it against them," 
Ashley said. "It (the 
grand  slam) was extra 
sweet  in my final game at Muni. It was nice 
having Pamus come up clutch for us." 
Stanford scored  a run in the fifth
 inning 
their season 
and is confident 
in their 
ties. 
"We've been on a 
mission all year. 
We
 
play for 
respect  and if 
someone
 recognizes 
us
 that's great, but we 
try  not to get too 
wrapped 
up
 in that," Piraro
 said. "Our 
team went 
out and beat the
 number two 
team  in the 
country
 decisively. 
"Stanford
 is capable of 
winning the 
national 
championship,  and for us 
to go 
out and 
administer  such a 
beating  to them, 
it was a feather in our cap." 
Berns 
was named 
Western  Athletic 
Conference
 baseball 
player  of the 
week
 
Monday  for his 
performance  against 
St. 
Mary's
 and Grand 
Canyon
 last week. 
Berns 
had 17 RBIs and 
eight hits in the 
Spartans' four 
games. 
In the 
first inning, Berns
 stroked a sin-
gle to left field for his 
93rd hit of the year, 
a new SJSU 
single -season 
record. The 
umpire  stopped play 
to get the ball 
for  
Berm who can 
add it to his ever 
expanding 
trophy case. 
The Spartans
 have the next 
week off to 
prepare
 for the WAC
 Chamapionship
 in 
San 
Diego,  which 
begins  on Mar 
14.  
UCLA athletics 
placed  on 
probation
 
LOS AN( di 1..5 
(AP)  The 
entire  UCLA athletic program was 
placed on probation for three years 
following  an
 
N( AA investigation 
into the  
1995
 
iiat iottal 
king)
 tonsil Ip 
SentIlctl's
 softball team. 
l'he school was 
ordered
 Tuesday 
to forfeit the
 NCAA softball champi-
onship  it won two years 
ago. In Addi-
tion, the
 current team, much to its 
surprise  and chagrin, was 
barred  from 
this 11.1.0., national
 Tournament just 
five days 
before
 pairings are 
drawn.  
'I he SA :AA 
committee of infrac-
tions also 
required  t hat a 
senior  ASSO-
6.00 director of 
athletics be removed 
 
which UCIA carried out last 
year.  
And the NCAA 
limited UCLA's 
scholarships 
for  softball
 fir the 
next 
two years, with a 
redo, tion of Three 
per year, twin 12 to nine. 
The viohitions 
involved  listing 
some softball players 
as multisport 
athletes 
receiving  soccer scholarships, 
although they 
did not compete in soc-
cer,
 lbe senior associate director of 
athletics was involved in arranging a 
soccer  tryout for
 one of those softball  
players, 
but not until after the 
soccer
 
WaStin was 
over,  the NCAA reported. 
While
 
the probation only affects 
softball. all 
other  sports, including 
111 4 
0.311  
s, Its 
atit.n  
It 
t.ersstatitati....
 
Repair 
Pager's
 
Scireseiiiies
 
I 
.4.111  
Peaces
 
basketball and football, 
will  be closely 
monitored during that period. 
UCLA officials have 15 days to 
appeal, but if the school hopes to play 
in this 
year's
 
N( AA tournament, 
obvious's' 
Ail appeal 
must be nude this 
week in Mai 
ic.gird.
 
'We've
 got .5 lot 
of 
work 
toil,' itt the 
next
 48 hours,- said 
Betsy Stephenson. 
UCLA's 
senior
 
woman 
adminiir
 
tor-assm
 
ate
 at le 
director. "We 
just  
need some time to 
toIlet t i n format i1/11 
A101 
C1,111011!
 
All sit 
our 
Hitt 
"It's premature 
for me 
to tell you
 
(if  
LX:IA will appeal), 
Wirrfra..,ft.04M
 
"When that rug 
is pulled
 out 
from under you, 
you'd be devas-
tated." 
 Betsy 
Stephenson  
UCLA senior woman 
administrator -associate 
athletic director 
we have certainly , 
been icalous in looking
 at
 all the 
options. -
Was  .lie surprised the 
current  
UCLA softball team Was barred from 
the NCAA tournanient? 
"That's an understatement." said 
stcrhenson,
 hired by 1. '1 1 A last 
summer.
 
She added 
that 
iv AM 
Of 
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I rnion 
Costanoan
 
Room
 
Join  
us
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call  for 
more 
info: 
1408)  
293-2401
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CANTERBURY
 
COMMUNITY
 
the softball team, ranked fourth in the 
country with a 39-11
 record, were 
"devastated." 
"I informed them of the penalties, 
at that point, the student -athletes 
were devastated, and 
extremely frustrated 
that they had been 
told this year would 
nOt be 
impacted," 
Stephenson said. 
"When that rug is 
pulled out from 
under you, you'd be 
devastated."
 
Stephenson said 
she told
 
the players 
this year wouldn't
 
be 
involved,  "based 
tin
 
the best informa-
tion I had 
gathered  
over 
the
 last 10 
months." 
UCLA must 
return the 1995 softball trophy, and 
that year's championship will be con-
sidered vacant. said David 
Swank, the 
committee of 
infractions  chairman. 
The 1995 softball team, led by 
'Fanya 
I larding, won the N(:AA title. 
Harding had a 17-1
 record and was 
the winning 
pitcher
 in all four victo-
A stroke can
 change 
your
 
life forever
 
r . 
Unique Printing
 
offers
 
Color
 
Copies
 
69c
 
each
 
109 E 
Santa  Clara St 
410 2 9 7 - 6 6 9 8 
Expires 
May  31st 
ries by 
the Bruins in the 
national  
tournament.
 
Harding did not 
become  a student 
until the 1995 
season,
 and did not 
complete that semester's work, 
returning home to 
join Australia's 
Olympic softball team. 
Harding and 
two other softball 
players 
whose scholarships were above 
the permissible limit were not identi-
fied by name 
in the NCAA 
announcement.  
No effort will be made to reclaim 
individual awards such as champi-
onship rings, the NCAA said, but 
competition records of individuals 
involved in the 
scholarship  switch will 
be invalidated. 
"NCAA  rules violations 
concern-
ing 
institutional  control, financial aid 
and ethical conduct" were 
involved
 in 
granting scholarships 
above  the 
NCAA
 limits for the softball program
 
in 1993-94 and 
1994-95,
 
the NCAA 
said. 
Further  violations
 by the UCLA 
athletic program
 will be 
considered  
"repeat
 violations"
 if they occur
 in a 
five-year period 
following the 
Feb.  1, 
1997, 
infractions
 
committee
 hearing 
on the 
softball  matter, 
the NCAA 
added.
 
WAC 
BASEBALL
 
WEST
 
 SJSU 
 
Fresno
 State 
 Sari 
Diego
 St 
Hewsv 
C0ifLf161441 
W 
L 
20 10 
17 
10 
16 
11 
12 15 
NORTH  
CiltrIftEMGE
 
W 
L 
' 
Utah
 21 6 
' BYU 
19 8 
Air 
Force 
5 22 
Grand 
Canyon 4 
23 
ChL3ALL
 
W L 
39 19 
33  
23 
36 17 
20 
33 
%MILL  
W I 
36 
17
 
33 
14
 
12 
35 
12 
40 
SOUTH 
Caialf161.110.
 
QINA611 
W 
I 
W 
L 
Rice 
18 6 
36 
13
 
ICU 15 
15 
26 
27 
UNLV 6 17 
22 
29 
New Mexico 8 18 
23 
20
 
 clinched playoff birth 
Tired
 
of
 
AT&T's  
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rates?  
30% 
to 
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rates. 
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0 
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and 
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 or 
refilled by the newspaper. 
FMPLOYMENT
 
The Environmental Resourc
 
Center
 (ERC)
 in WSQ 115 is hiring 
a 
()recta
 & CaDirector for the 97/ 
98 
school 
yew.  The 2 PT
 positions
 
work 
together
 to administer
 
the 
programs,
 services, staff & budget 
during  
the year. Hours 
are  flexible. 
All students
 encouraged to apply. 
Environmental,
 managerial,
 
and 
bookkeeping
 experience  helpful, 
Cal 
Dana
 
924-5467,or
 fax 924-5477. 
TELLER 
WANTED,  PART-TIME. 
Bilingual
 Spanish/Engish. Call Lisa 
988-4511,
 M.Th. 8:30-11:00. 
NEED
 A 
SUMMER
 JOB 
or financial
 
aid? Willing 
to work 
part-time,
 
full-time  Of 
flexible
 hours 
and  
make 
great money? 
For fun, work 
experience
 and great money, 
don't
 wait,
 call 
now:
 Kristi (408) 
995-5905.
 
COME
 TO 
WHERE  THE BREAD IS 
BAKED!  
LeBoulanger,
 family 
owned  bakery/cafe
 seeks friendly,
 
ourgorg 
exMarals  to Yon 
as teen as 
Bussers,  Saes 
Clerks,  
Supervisors,
 
& Asst. 
Managers.  $5512
 houny, no 
experience  
necessary.
 18 locations 
with 
a new store 
in downtown Si
 
and at 
Metro  plaza. 
Apply  at any 
location
 or 305
 N. 
Mathilda,
 
Sunnyvale,  
94086.408-774-9000
 
or
 fax 408-523-9810. 
FOOD 
SERVICE/ESPRESSO
 BAR 
FT & 
PT positions
 avail. in 
busy
 
whole foods
 restaurant. 
All  shifts 
avail. Rex
 hrs. Must 
be 18+ 
years.
 
$7.50-$8.00/hr.
 to start. 
Ask  for 
Wendy,  Julia
 a Victor 
en 
733-9446.
 
GREAT 
LEARNING
 
OPPORTUNITY  
San 
Jose
 Mortgage 
Company. 
Seeks
 F/T 
receptionist.  
Growth  
potential
 into production
 and/or 
marketing.  Fax 
resume
 w/ phone
 
number  to 
Dana
 at 408-236-6655
 
or call 
408-236-6650.  
CHILDCARE/DRIVER
 2 
girls (13 
& 
14
 yrs.) + light
 housekeeping.
 
Responsiole,
 caring college
 gri. Good 
refs 
req'd.
 Call 
Susan  
258.8946.
 
DRIVER  
WANTED.
 FULL 
TIME for 
early  morning 
shipping  and 
route 
driving  
positron. WI train in 
canoe* 
vehicle.
 Must 
have
 good 
DMV  
record. 
Excellent
 job for 
students 
who 
have  only 
afternoon
 classes.
 
Please 
bring  DMV printout 
to:  
KONICA  QUALITY 
PHOTO
 
1725 Comstock
 St. 
Santa 
Clam 
Near corner
 of Scott & Central Expy.
 
  
 POSTAL 
JOBS
    
Up
 to $1.5.23/rr 
plus
 
beef
 
Is 
415-339-8377
 - 24 hrs. 
THE
 OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY
 
is 
now  hiring for all positions. Flex-
ible hours, competitive pay and a 
fun work environment. 
Interview
 
times are 
between  2-4pm daily. 
No phone calls 
please.  Inquire 
within 
51
 ft San Pedro 
St. San
 Jose. 
P/T COURIER WANTED 
for  Real Estate office.
 
Must have own car, insurance,
 
& 
DMV printout.
 $7/hr. + 
mirage.
 
Call Jeff at 
(408)  
5342115.  
  IMMEDIATE OPENINGS** 
 Receptionist, Office Clerk 
 Sales. Customer Support 
 
Technician,  Testing Optr. 
 Warehouse Clerk 
Cal 408/942-8886 or 
Fax to 408/94241280 
Electronix  Staffing Services,E0E 
1778 Clear Lake 
Ave.  Milpitas 
Hwy 680 exit
 Landess Ave. 
turn 
left at Clear Lake Ave. 
TRAIN 
CURING 
SUMMER 
BREAK  
WORK M 
MIE TRAVEL
 
INDUSTRY!  
Are 
you a 
Hospitality  
Management  
or Recreation 
major?  Do 
you have 
travel industry, retail 
sales 
or tele 
marketing
 experience?
 
Classic
 
Custom  
Vacations
 has 
the
 Perfect 
lob
 as 
part
 of our
 dynamic
 sales
 
reservations  
staff. 
We
 are 
located 
in 
downtovo  
San 
Jose
 & 
specialize  
in 
selling  customized
 
vacations
 to 
Hawaii,  
throughout
 the 
USA,  and 
Greece 
& 
Takey.
 
Classic
 is 
looking
 
for 
quality  
sales 
specialists
 to 
enhance MN 
fast
 faced reservation 
center.
 This 
ameent 
meats*
 offers:
 
.F/T 8, 
P/T,
 flexible
 
scheduling  
*Proven  
commissiaYbased.
 
noon* 
potential  
 
$30,006550,030
 
arrualy 
Generous  
snplojee
 benefit 
pecheop, 
exceptional
 
travel 
opportunities
 
Prtiessional
 
workirg
 
envircnment
 
 
Caueriert,
 10 
mnute  
viii
 
Ian 
SI%  
Inicepth,
 3 
weer  
traneg
 class 
startrg 
Me,,191t
 
Strong 
oornmunication
 and
 customer
 
sante  
skits  
important  
Must 
°goy 
8,
 
thrive
 
ratans  
onertecl  
ask:anent.
 
PC exp.
 
read. WE  
Apply 
in
 person
 
or 
sandifew  
mune
 to: Classic
 Cagan
 
Vacations,  
1 Nall 
Fen 9.,
 San low,
 
CA 
9611.3,  
Fax:  
(401)
 2879272.
 
ECE  
STUDENTS:
 
Looking
 
for  a 
summer
 
job 
that
 
goes
 
hand -in -
Fiend 
with 
your 
major?
 
Come
 
substitute
 
at 
our 
friendly.
 NAEYC
 
Accredited
 
center  
at 
Good  
Sam 
Hospttall
 
Sub  
as
 
many
 
hours  
as
 
you 
went,
 
on
 any 
schedule
 
you 
want....We'll
 
work  
around  
your
 
needs.
 
6-12  
ECE  
units;  
experience
 
with 
young 
children.
 
58.00-$9.00/hr
 
FAX resume
 to 
4015559-2619.
 
MANAGER
 
TRAINEES
 
No 
experience
 
necessary.
 
Will
 
Train!
 
Managers  
earn 
$4000/mo
 
base+
 
corn.  
Corp
 seeks
 
energetic
 
people
 
for  
management.
 Start 
now. 
578-5197.
 
YMCA 
SUMNER 
DAY CAMP 
MeV 
If you
 
like
 
the outdoors, 
like
 
working  
with
 children & 
teens,  & 
have 
special
 skills 
in camping.
 
games, 
crafts,  sports 
or drama, 
consider
 a Sumner 
Job at the 
YMCAI  
Positions 
Available:  
 
DIRECTORS  
 
ASSISTANT  
DIRECTORS
 
 
LEADERS
 
Please
 call your
 local
 Y for more 
detailed 
information
 
an 
application  
Cetral 
YMCA
 -296-1717 
(San
 Jose & 
Santa  08113)
 
Southwest  
YMCA
 3701877
 
eteGatos, 
Saratoga)  
*Northwest  
YMCA
 257-7160
 
(Cuoertino,
 
Santa Clara, 
Sunnyvale) 
 
SoLer  Val* 
YVCA  - 
2269E22
 
(South 
SanJose)  
Mllpiers13ehessa
 YMCA 
9450819  
(Milpitas)
 
Mt. 
Nelda:re  
YMCA
 -7790803
 
(Morgan Hill) 
COUNSELOR 
 SKILLS 
TRAINER
 
in -home.
 Av. pay:
 $7/hr. 
Great  
experience 
for  Soc Wk. Psy, 
Health 
&Ed 
majors.  Flex hrs. 
866-5001. 
INTEMMT 
PUBUSHING 
Opportunity  
High-tech 
Internet  publication
 
seeks
 outgoing person for
 post -
graduation  FT 
job.  Non -sales 
editorial and promotional 
position.  
No 
experience  required,
 Fax: 
408-938-9155. 
LEADING WIRELESS
 COMPANY 
seeking 
customer  service repre-
sentatNes. PT/FT. Flex hrs.
 Salary 
+ bonus. Will train. 
Call David H. 
9)408-441-8600.  
YOU NEED AXIS WITH A RDUREI 
We will train
 you for a full-time 
position
 with our nation-wide fern. 
We offer: 
*Weekly Pay
 Incentives 
*Monthly Bonuses 
CompetitNe Wages
 
Grouprate Health Care 
*Compete Management Training 
You must be career minded.
 
(That's All) Call 408.345-3936. 
PRIMARY PLUS 
ACTION DAY PRESCHOOL 
Teachers/Aides - FT/PT. 
ECE or Experience
 Preferred. 
EOE. Call 3760357. 
BICYCLE 
MESSENGER  
Part-time, Flexible Hours. 
Great for 
Students! 
Serving Downtown SanJose. 
Inner City 
Express. 
22W. Saint 
John St. San Jose. 
$1500 
WEEKLY  
POTENTIAL  
mailing
 our circulars. Begin 
now. 
For info call 301-429-1326.
 
LOOKING
 FOR 
WORK???  
Hundreds of job 
listings  
available
 in the 
CAREER
 CENTER'S 
JOB  BANK 
Visit us in 
BC 13 to get access.
 
NANNY -seekIng part-tints nanny 
in LDS Gatos for toddler boy who has 
sortie communication 
disabilities.
 
Child is happy & lovable. 
Applicant  
MUST HAVE CAR and AT LEAST 4 
EXCELLENT 
REFERENCES. Salary 
negotiable.  Mrs. Malish 356-5151. 
SWIM INSTRUCTORS & Lifeguards 
wanted to work at JCC in Los Gatos 
and private homes. 
510-$25/hr.
 
Must be certified. Ca11358-3636 
ext. 53 and 
408-245-1998.  
EMPLOYMENT/TRAINING
 TECH. 
Community
 College based vocational
 
training proram 
requires  motivated 
self- starter 
w/xInt interpersonal,
 
written & verbal skills.
 Interface 
w/ students & 
employers in job
 
placement
 and/or 
training.  Work 
w/diverse  
socioeconomic
 groups. 
Computer
 lit. Req. BA/BS 
social 
science
 or related
 field. F/T 
temp. 
Fax 
resume:  Alicia 
408-725-3978.
 
TIMPANY 
CENTER NEEDS 
FT/PT
 
positions for licensed 
Physical  
Therapist, 
PTA,
 Aquatic Exercise 
Instructor.  Lifeguard
 w/curr. 
CPR/ER. Call 
295-0228 ext. 
5:0.  
YMCA NOW
 HIRING 
DIRECTORS
 
and TEACHERS
 for school
-age  
and preschool 
child  care. Full 
Time & 
Part
 Time. 6  15 ECE or 
related
 units. For more 
Info:  
cell 
Mary  29111-38118. 
GREAT 
SUMMER  & FALL JOBS 
Brand 
new, highly innovative
 Rec. 
Program 
for kids, grade
 146,
 seeks 
creative
 & 
enthusiastic  Educators 
to join our team. 
 CAMP 
COUNSELOR
 fun Job - 
Plan activities & field trips. 
 SUBSTITUTES - Flex. 
Great  Exp. 
TEAChiER/INS1RUCTOR
 -got ideas? 
Help develop new program.
 Great 
opportunity.
 SLeporthe atmosphere. 
6.12 Edu. arts req. Exp. 
met.
 FT/17. 
Good Salary + bnfts Cal 2268600. 
DRIVING 
FOR DOLLARS 
Earn $6/hr plus 
$10/hr
 in tips. 
Deliver from best SJ restaurants.  
Flexible hours. Great for Students! 
Need own 
car.
 
Call Dine IN Or 998-3463 now. 
MINATO JAPANESE Restaurant 
Now hiring for P/T foodservers & 
dishwashers. Fun Job! Please 
apply at 617 N. 6th St. 998-9711. 
INTERNET CONSULTING COMPNIT 
Seeks business analysts 
interns.  
Tech
 skill a plus. Flex schedule 
10- 20 hrs/week. Compensation 
based on skill & 
exp. Resumes 
to eric@cpublish.com
 or fax to 
415-964-9960. 
CHIU'S BAR I GRILL in search 
of Foodservers and Hosts with 
restaurant experience. Friendly, 
team oriented people apply 
In 
person Monday through Thursday, 
between 2prin4pm. 2980 Stevens 
Creek Blvd. San Jose. No Calls. 
MAKE 
MONEY $14$ 
TEACHING
 
driver training & education,  pt/ft, 
no exp. nec. hs grads. 971-7557.
 
TEACHERS/MDES/Camp
 Leaders 
Elem sch. age
 recreation 
program.
 
P/T horn 26 
pen
 MF 
ang sch. r. 
F/T during summer camp 
program.  
Excellent salary, no ECE req. Los 
Gatos-Sara. Recreation.
 Call Janet 
at 354-8700x23. (Not avail. 
school war?  
Cal
 for
 summer empbe 
GM guards & camp leaders). 
TEACHER'S 
AIDE,  after school 
child care program, 
2-6pm M -F. 
Call 
Gardner
 Children's Center, 
998-1343. Immediate 
opening.  
Child der. 
rec, human perforrnance 
majors encouraged to apply. EOE 
WSI'S  NEEDED 
Summer
 Employment 
Please
 call 354-8700 x 224 
Los Gatos Rec 
Department.
 
SECURITY- ACUFACTS, INC. 
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
 
Great for Students. 
F/T or P/T. All shifts. 
Top Pay with Many 
Benefrtsl 
Call crap* 
in pawn, Mtn
-Sun
 7-7. 
4(8-286-5880.555
 D 
Norden Pre. 
Between 
Sat Cabs aid Palma, 
behind the Card wet Party 
Rae. Si  
TEACHER, 
PT/FT  at high 
quality,  
lic. dropin play center for 2-12 yr 
olds. Min. 6 ECE units req. Flex 
days/eves/wkends. Team teach 
environment. Benefits 
avail.  Apply in 
person  at KldaPark: 
 Near Oakridge Mall, 281-8880 
5440 Thorrevood Dr., Si 
 Near Valley Fair, 985-2599 
2858 Stevens Creek Blvd. SJ. 
 
At the HUB, 510-792-9997 
39102 Argonaut Way, Fremont 
 NEW Westgate Mall 
Call 
Heidi  at 281-8880. 
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES 
Seeking teachers and subs for 
our school age day care program. 
We can work around your 
school  
schedule. Early morning or after-
noon positions available.
 F/T 
employment available during 
summer 
break. This is a great job 
to gain experience. Units in ECE, 
Rec, Psych. Soc. or Ed required. 
CALL: 408.379-3200 x21. 
$12/HOUR 
Weekends & Evenings
 
Canvassing- Telemarketing 
Start 
Saturday  
408-253-8818. 
CANVASS.
 DOOR TO DOOR set 
appointments 
for home improve 
merit co. P/T eve/wields; flex hrs. 
57.50+
 
bonus;
 will train. 
629-2100.  
ACCT.  SVC / EXPER. 
CREATIVE  
Team -Oriented People 
needed  
for small, rapidly 
growing 
ad
-agency: Project -Based. 
Show us what 
you've
 got, 
e-mail 
cover letter + resume to: 
resume@pulsemc.com
 . 
 N1TENDER
 TRAINEES NEEDED 
Earn to $25.00/hr 
salary  + tips. 
Students
 needed in the
 immediate 
area. 
Full-time/part-time  
openings.
 
Call today 
1-415-968-9933.
 
International
 Bartenders
 School. 
$ EARN 
EXTRA  CASH $ 
up
 to 
$120/weekl
 
Become
 a Sperm 
Donor. 
Healthy males, 
19.34  years old. 
Univ.
 Students/Grads/Faculty 
Contact 
California Cryobank
 
415.324-1900.
 M -F, 8-5pm. 
MUSIC 
INDUSTRY
 INTERNSHIP
 
Asylm 
Marketing  seeks field 
reps  
in 
San Jose, Soph 
+, 20-25 hrs/ 
wk required. College credit a plus. 
Knowledge 
of new music and your 
market a must.
 Work with indie
 
and major
 record 
labels.
 Call 
Gloria 
213-368-4738
 or fax 
resume 21 
3-954-76 22. 
LARGE 
FINANCIAL 
SERVICES  
Company 
looking for 
FULL/PART  
time 
help.  Job would 
include  word 
processing,
 filing, 
typing,  good 
people 
skills,  customer 
contact 
and losts 
of
 other various tasks.
 
Lots of 
potential  
for
 growth. 
Please  send 
resume  to 
(408)
 
452-0210.  Attn. Lisa 
Cusella. 
VALET  PARKERS 
- P/T, nights 
& 
weekends  for 
private  parties 
in 
Los 
Gatos/Saratoga  
area. Must 
have
 min. 1 year customer
 service 
experience,
 and desire
 to serve 
people. 
Polite,  well 
groomed,  
and professional
 attitude 
only.  
19 yrs+.
 55.75/hr. 
+ tips. 
Call Mike.
 800-825-3871. 
SECURITY 
F/T & 
P/T 
-Will Train 
Day. Swing  
& Grave Shifts 
Permanent & 
Short Term jobs 
ABCOM 
Private 
Security  
408-247-4827
 
CISME& 
IAIMIDUR
 minorkoff
 
Discover how 
to work in exotic 
locations,
 meet fun 
people,
 while 
earning 
up to $2,000/mo.
 in these 
exciting 
industries. Cruise
 Infor-
mation
 Services: 
206-971-3554  
ext.C60411.
 
INSIDE 
SALES 
REPRESENTATIVES  
Founded  in 
1925,
 George S. 
May 
International  is a 
leading  
management
 consulting firm. 
Our 
business is exploding,
 and we need 
several 
motivated  
self-starters
 to help
 
us
 schedule 
appointments  with small 
to medium
 sized business 
owners  
throughout the Western US. 
We'll provide 
you  with paid 
training, a competitive base salary 
+ 
commissions,  (earnings potential 
d SCODK+1) full benefits, flexible work 
schedule,
 & a great opportunity
 
to 
team & grow with an established 
industry leader 
that  promotes from 
within. If you enjoy people, you're 
good on the phone, and you like 
to 
have fun, then this is the Job 
for  you! Bilingual a big plus. 
To arrange an interview. 
please call Steven Sanchez at 
(800) 955-0200 ext. 221, or 
send/fax resume
 to: GSM, 991 
W. Heddirg St. San Jose, CA 95126. 
Fax: (408) 244-6415. EOE/AA. 
GEORGE  S. MAY 
INTERNAMONAL CO. 
TELEMARKETING 
PT/FT.  We 
sell discount subcriptions to Bay 
Area newspapers. Auto dialers. 
Flexible hrs. 9am-9pm.  Downtown 
near Ightrail
  4 blocks from SJSU. 
Hourly $5 plus bonus. Media 
Promotions 
494-0200. 
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED 
for egg donation. 
Desperate  Asian 
couples need your help to conceive. 
Can you help? Ages 
21-29, 
non-smoker, 
healthy
 & responstee. 
$3,000 stipend
 and expanses paid 
Other ethnic:ties also needed. Pease 
call WWFC 1.5108209495.  
FOR 
RENT  
28DRNL  APARTMENV 
$900/MO.  

 Security
 
type
 building 
 Secure 
Parking  
 
Close 
In 
 Modern Building 
 Laundry 
Room
 
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St. 
(408) 295-6893.
 
SHARED 
HOUSING 
SJSU INTERNATIONAL
 HOUSE 
'Fun & friendly 
environment
 
5 minute walk 
to
 campus 
'Spacious furnished 
rooms  
Well-equipped  student 
kitchen
 
*Computer & 
study rooms 
Laundry
 
rom  
 Parking 
For American & International 
Students 
Call 
924-6570  or stop by for a 
tour. 360 
So.  11th St. (Between 
San Carlos & San Salvador) 
DOWNTOWN
 S.). - CLEAN ROOM 
$350/mo.
 + $250. dep. All 
utilities 
paid. 
NonSmoker.  507 N. 3rd St. 
Tel. 286-8178.
 
ROOMMATE 
WANTED  to share apt 
located
 next to City College,
 5 min 
to SJSU 
by car. Pool, 
weight  rm, 
club house. 
cad  prkng. $450/mo 
+ deposit & 
1/2util. 998-4489.
 
AUTO FOR SALE 
VW RABBIT 
DIESEL  1983 gold 
color, 55,000 miles,
 4 -speed. 
$1,000. Call 4085320942.  
CSP CAR STEREO PLUS
-2600797 
1410 El 
Camino
 Real Santa Clara  
StereoAlarmPagerInstallation.
 
WORD PROCESSING 
DO YOU HATE 
TO
 TYPE?? 
or NOT HAVE TIME 
TO TYPE? Term 
papers, thesis, resumes, group 
projects. etc. Have a typewriter 
to complete your applications
 for 
med/law school, 
etc.
 WII transcribe 
your taped
 interviews or research
 
notes. Fax machine. 
Notary  Public. 
Call 
Nina  at 972-4992. 
SUZANNE'S 
Word
 Processing 
510489-9794
 (llus/Ree/Msg) 
Word 
Processing
 & Editing 
Bah 
Acadernic/Bus.
 
Work
 
Accepted  
Reports  Theses  
MUVTURN3  
 Expert In APA
 Format' 
WP 
5.1/6.0 - Laser 
Printer 
7 Days a %Sleek 7:00am
 - 9:00pm 
RELIABLE-  FAST 
ACCURATE.  
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS. 
Science
 & English papers/theses
 
our specialty. 
Laser  printing. 
APA. Turabian and other 
formats. 
Resumes,
 editing, 
graphics
 
and other services available on 
either 
WordPerfect
 or Word. 
Masterson's Word 
Processing.  
Call Paul
 
or Virginia 408251-0449.
 
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing 
Theses. term papers, group 
projects, resumes. All formats 
including APA. Fax available. 
Experienced,
 
dependable,
 quick 
return. 
Almaden/Branham  
area. Call Linda 408-264-4504. 
WORD PROCESSING 
Thesis 
Resumes.  Reports,
 etc. 
20+ Years Experience 
Medical/Legal
 Trans:nation
 
Services Available. 
Reasonable 
Rates 
CALL  (408) 272-1552. 
*AFFORDABLE&
 DIPERIENCED 
Graduate Studies, Thesis. Term 
Papers, Nursing, Group Projects,
 
Resanes. All Formats, Specializing 
in 
APA. Spelling/Grammar/ 
Punctuation/ Editing.
 244 WS Exp. 
WP 5.1/HPlaser. PAM'S 
PROFESSONAL
 WORD FROCESSING,
 
247-2681,  8am-8prn. 
SCHOLARSHIPS  
COLLEGE 
SCHOLARSHIPS  NOW 
Surf: www  
scholarship4u.corn 
Call: 800MII3ASE2. 408929.8941
 
Email: sjsuOscholarship4u.com 
PHONE:
 924-3277
 
FAX: 924-3282 
CAMPUS CLUBS 
JOIN THE CELTIC HERITAGE CLUB 
of San Jose State. Celebrate 
Scottish 8, Welsh culture. All are 
Welcome To Join! Call 
Kelly at 
408-927-7925.
 
SPORTS/THRILLS 
100% PURE ADRENALINE! 
There 
is nothing compared 
to 
the 
exhilaration  experienced
 by 
skydiving! Tandem, Accelerated 
Reefer!, Turbine 
Aircraft. 
SJSU student owned & operated. 
BAY 
AREA  SKYDIVING 
1-510-634.7575. 
TUTORING  
BIUNGUAL TUTORIAL CENTER 
Math: Algebra
  Geometry 
Statistics 
'Mg Calculus 
Physics: Mechanics - Electric 
Chemistry: Organic  Inorganic 
English: Speak-
 Read  Write 
Spanish: Hablar - Leer- Escribir 
Call: 
Mike  408.298.7576 
Email: mvere18288@aol.com . 
ENGLISH TUTOR 
Speaking,
 Reading and Writing 
Credentialed H.S. Teacher. 
Call 
(408)9788034. 
HEALTH  & BEAUTY 
MEN 
& 
WOMEN
 
PERMANENT
 HAIR REMOVAL. 
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing 
or using chemicals. Let us perma-
nently remove 
your unwanted hair. 
Back-
 Chest - 
Lip- Bikini - Chin -
Tummy
 etc. Students & faculty 
receive 15% discount. First appt. 
1/2 price if made before 6/1/97. 
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
 621 E. 
Campbell Ave. 817, 
Campbell.  
(408) 379-3500. 
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC. 
Unwanted hair removed forever. 
Specialist. 
Confidential.  
Your ovoi probe or disposable. 
335 S. Bawvood 
Ave. San Jose. 
247-7486.
 
SAMPLE A 
WILD FOOD FREE 
Super Blue Green Algae 
Reported 
Benefits  include: 
*Improved Concentration 
'Increased
 Energy 
'Weight 
Control  
(408)737-2702  
GET READY FOR SUMMER NOW! 
Lose 6 inches + 
in 1 hr. by getting 
a body wrap. 'NOT a 'water wrap' 
or 'dehydration' process. IT IS a 
special 
mineral  solution of food 
grade minerals & distilled water. 
It firms body tissue & tightens 
skin especially after weight loss. 
You determine
 where inches 
cane off: hips, thigus, abdomen etc. 
For info or 
area:
 408-949-7826. 
INSURANCE
 
AUTO INSURANCE 
Campus Insurance Service 
Special 
Student  Programs 
Serving 
SJSU for 20 years 
"Great Rates for Good Drivers" 
"Good Rates for Non.Good Drivers" 
SPECIAL. DISCOUNTS 
"Good Student" "Fanny 
Multi-car" 
CALL TODAY 2965270 
FREE QUOTE 
NO HASSLE 
No OBLIGATION 
Also open Saturdays 9-2. 
COMPUTERS ETC, 
REFURBISHED  MACS 
BEST PRICES!! 
Classroom Computer Co. 
3549 Haven Ave. OH 
Menlo Park,  CA 94025 
Ph: (800) 800.5115 
FAX: (415)306-1120
 
STUDENT SPECIALS 
Mac 
SE &Classic 
MAC Psi,
 ci, cx 
POWER MACS 
5200, 6214, 6100 
MAC 
LC580 
Inkjet & 
Laser  Printers 
Dot Matrix Printers 
SERVICES
 
GOING 
ON 
LEAVE?
 
Responsible  
professor
 will house-sit
 for Fall '97 
semester.
 Call 
Robert
 Schaeffer
 
(Sociology)
 
913-539-4028  
or 
leave 
message  with 
Joan Block
 
4-5320. 
PHOTOGRAPHER  
FOR HIRE 
Have your
 affair shot 
candidly 
by a 
trained
 
photojournalist!
 
Specializing
 in candid 
and  
sports
 action  
photos.
 You 
keep the 
negatives! B&W 
or 
color  avail. 
Affordable
 hourly 
and day
 rates. Contact Steve 
at: (408) 279-4121. 
WRITING HELP. Fast professional 
editing,
 rewriting, ghostwriting.
 
Essays,
 letters, 
application
 
statements.  proposals, reports,
 
etc. For 
more  info, please call 
Dave Bolick at 510-801-9554. 
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E -Mall
 
DAILY CLASSIFIED 
- LOCAL RATES FOR N 
..ATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CALL 408-924-3277 
Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words. 
UUCCILIEJLIULIULIULILIUJLIJLIULIULICILLIJUUL1
 
LICIULIODUJULIDUCILICILICILLICIDLILILILICLILICILI
  
Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum 
One Two Three 
Day Days 
Days 
3 lines 
55
 $7
 $9 
4 
lines 
$6 
$41
 $10 
5 lines 
$7 
$9 
$11 
6 
lines 
811 $10 
$12 
$1 tor each additional line 
Four 
Days 
$11 
$12 
$13 
$14 
After
 the fifth day, rate increases by $1 per day 
First line (25 spaces) set in bold 
for no extra charge 
Up to 5 additional words 
available
 in bold for 
$3
 each 
SEMESTER RATES 
3-9 lines:
 $70 
 10-14
 lines:
 $90 
15-191ines: $110 
Five
 
Days 
$13 
$14 
$15 
$16 
Nee 
Please 
check 
one 
classification:
 
CAyC Stein 
Phone  
Send check
 or money order
 to: 
Spartan  Daily 
CAassifeds  
San 
Jose
 State 
University
 
SanJose, 
CA
 95192-0149 
 Classified
 desk is located in 
Dwight  Bentel Hall.  Room 
209. 
 
Deadline  10 00 a m two 
weekdays  before publication
 
 
Al ads are prepaid  No 
refunds  on cancelled ads 
 Rates for
 
consecutive 
publications
 dates only 

 QUESTIONS? CALL (408)924-3277
 
 Special student rates available for these classifications.
 $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in 
person
 
in DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required. 
Lost & Found
 ads are 
offered 
frac
 3 lines
 
for 3 
days,  as a 
service 
to the
 campus community. 
,Campus 
Clubs'
 
Greek Messages' 
Events'
 
_Announcements' 
_Lost and
 Found*" 
_ Volunteers'
 
_For Sale' 
_Autos For Sale' 
_Computers
 Etc' 
_Wanted' 
_
 Employment 
_Opporturvties 
Rental Housing 
Shared Housing' 
Real Estate 
Services'
 
Health/f3eauly  
Sports/Thrills'
 
Insurance
 
Entertainment*
 
Travel 
Tutonng'  
Word Processing 
Scholarships
 
EUPHOTIC  FOUNDATION 
Confidential
 Spiritual Counseling
 
Metaphysical, 
Astrologcal, 
Meditation Classes. 
Gnostic Western 
Tradition.  
Call (408) 978-8034. 
WRITING 
ASSISTANCE
 most 
subjects. Why suffer 
and get poor 
grades when help is available? 
Harvard  MA/UCB Ph.D. (former 
college teacher) can help 
you  
with 
research  & writing. Fast, 
friendly,
 caring, confidential.
 
Convenient 
Peninsula  location. 
Dissertation/  thesis 
specialist. 
Samples
 & references 
available.  
Chinese & 
other languages 
spoken. 
Foreigners  welcome! 
For 
free tips, tools 
and ideas on 
how 
to Improve 
your writing,
 
visit  our  
user-friendly
 Website 
at 
http://www.aciplus.com
 
Regular e-mail: 
acHnietcom.carn  
Or write: Daniel, P08 
4489, FC CA 
94404 (ask for free color brochae). 
LAUREL  OFFICE 
SERVICES  
*Writing   Editing
  Typing. 
 Spreadsheet 
&Diabase  Design* 
Desktop
 
Publishing.  
*Bookkeeping
  PC Support* 
Reasonable 
Rates
 
448-8119. 
PROFESSIONAL
 GUITARIST
 now 
accepting 
students  who wish to 
excel
 in playing guitar 
or bass. All 
levels welcome:
 Beginning.
 
Intermediate
 or Advanced. Learn 
any 
style: Jazz, Blues,
 Rock, 
Fusion, 
Funk,  Reggae, or 
Folk.  
Call Bill at 408-298-6124.
 
TRAVEL 
$300 
TICKET
 voucher 
anywhere
 
NorthWest 
tIes. 
Expres end of June. 
Sell 
hr
 $200 to/o. 
416.967-2364.  
EUROPE $289. 
Within
 USA 5794129. 
Caribbean $249. r/t 
Mexico $209. r/t 
Cheap Fares 
Wortchvidell!!!  
http://www.airhitch.org
 
AIRHITCH® 
1-415834-9192
 
TICKET  SALEIll 
LOWEST  
SPRING/SUMMER  
1997 
FARES...BOOK
 NOW! 
Discount
 Tickets 
Europe- Asia- 
Latin America 
CHEAP 
LONDON/PARIS
 
FARES...SUMMER
 1997 
Telephone
 Service 
Everyday  
The 
Student 
Travel  
Specialists
 
TRAVELQWIK
 
881-591-9800  
Free 
International
 Student ID. 
with purchase of 
ticket. 
OPPORTUNITIES
  
NEED
 MONEY for School
 or Play? 
Amazing new manual shows
 you 
how to make 
lots of itl Send 
for  
FREE info 
today!  Redwood Ent. 
12795  
Lompico
 Rd. 
Felton,
 CA 
95018.  Attn. Dept. 101. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS
 
CHEAP 
CALLING
 CARDS! 
Call  
anywhere
 in USA for 16 minute. 
No surcharges 
or monthly fees. 
To order card or for
 info  call 
408.2362054 or 
800-370-2904.  
STUDENT
 DENTAL PLAN I 
Only 
$57.00 per year. 
Save 30% 
- 60% 
on your dental needs. 
For info call 1-800-655-3225. 
Certain
 advertisements
 in 
these columns 
may refer the 
reader
 to specific 
telephone  
numbers 
or
 addr   tor 
additional  
information.
 
Classlfled 
readers
 should be 
reminded
 that, when making 
these further contacts, they 
should 
require
 complete 
information 
before
 sending 
money for 
goods  or services. 
In addition, readers 
should 
carefully Investigate
 all flans 
offering 
employment  listings
 
orcoupon
 for discount
 
vacations
 or merchandise. 
ACROSS 
1 
5 South 
Daily
 
CROSSWORD
 
Outdoor area 
Sea 
rk.tel
 
44,
 
'&04
 
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED 
island  group 
10 Famous volcano 
14 Muslim prince
 
15 
Some  exams 
16 
Bankrupt  
17 Swimmer's aid 
19 
Fashion
 
designer
 Cassini
 
20 Hue 
21 Make lace 
22 Cut into 
small cubes 
23 Beta follower 
26 Ward 
off
 
27 
Early  
astronomer 
30 Chairperson 
32 Steel
 ingredient 
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33
 Healthy 
ro 199S. United Feature Syuda are 
35 Capture 
38 
Smelting  
DOWN
 
30 Go fast 
residue 
1 
Evergreens  
31  Literary works 
39 Fibbers 
2 Asian nurse 
34 Sheepish 
40 
Poet
 Teesdale
 
3 Coolidge or 
reply? 
41 Comedian 
Hayworth  
35 Undercover 
Smothers  
4 Coating (food) 
cop 
42 Fiesta decor with 
flour  
36 
Territory
 
43
 Ship's 5 Plant crops 
37 Cry 
personnel 6 
Jackie's  
second
 
40 
Saber with a  
44 Pack 
of
 
husband 
curved
 blade ' 
hoodlums 7 Devilfish 
42 Golf 
score  
45 Melodious 8 Gymnast 
44 
Soft
 
47 Kitchen 
tool  Korbut 
46 Horse color 
50 Broom 
9 Subordinate, 
47 Sloped areas 
51 
Mideast gulf 
for short 
48
 Perfect 
52 Alphabet 
ender 10 Eaten 
away
 
49 
Violin's  
54 
Abetted  
11 
Dutch flower 
relative 
58 
Dissolve  
12 
Sister's
 
50 Garden 
. 
59 
"--. my dear 
daughter 
veggies 
Watson"  
13 
Cherub 
52 
Enthusiasm  
62 Lose 
interest 
18 
Not imaginary
 53 
- Fitzgerald
 
63 Lead to the 
- 
24 
King Arthur's 
55 Swede s 
wed 
seer 
neighbor 
64 -- Boleyn 
25 
Lowing  
56 Sea eagle 
65 
--
 gin 
26 Squeal (on) 
57 Changed a 
66 Potent light 
27 Heart of the 
color  
beam 
matter  
60 
Lil  Abner 
and 
67 Riverside 
28 Singer Guthrie 
Daisy 
- 
plant  
29 Garden soil 
61
 G ins ray
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Council  to 
skaters:
 Take 
it 
elsewhere
 
By 
Jana
 
fileshadri
 
Spartan  
Daily 
Staff 
Wraer
 
Imagine
 
yourself  on a 
skateboard.
 
With 
feet
 planted
 firmly 
on wood,
 arms 
outstretched,
 body 
balanced
 and 
the 
wind  
blowing
 your 
hair 
around,  
you  fly 
through
 
the 
streets  of 
San 
JoseMichael
 
J.
 Fox 
style  
in 
"Back  to 
the 
Future."  
But hold 
it.  Stop. 
If you
 skateboard
 on 
the SJSU
 
campus,
 
in 
downtown
 San 
Jose or 
in the 
Willow 
Glen
 Business
 
District,  
you  
might
 be 
shipped
 with a 
citation or 
a fine. 
In 
October  
1988,
 San 
Jose
 City 
Attorney  
loan 
Gallo  
recommended
 to 
Mayor  Tom 
McEnery
 and 
the city 
council  
that
 the ordi-
nance 
regulating
 
skateboarding
 
in certain
 
areas 
of
 San Jose
 be 
approved.  
Accordingly,
 
despite
 a petition
 by the 
San  
Jose 
Youth  
Commission  
carrying
 410 signa-
tures 
protesting 
the move,
 the 
ordinance
 
passed
 
7-3-1.
 
The San
 Jose 
Youth  
Commission,  
an
 
advisory 
group  created
 by the 
city,  under-
stood die 
overall 
concern
 for 
protection  of 
property 
and safety of 
people, but 
was 
unhappy
 about the
 large area 
the ordinance
 
covered.
 The 
commission  
recommended  
that the area
 where 
skateboarding  is 
prohib-
ited be reduced. 
Their
 reasoning is 
that  skateboarding
 is a 
viable 
mode
 of transportation
 in a large 
area 
which cannot
 be covered 
by
 walking. 
"We 
support
 the ban
 on 
skateboarding.
 
But  kids 
in 
this city need 
a 
designated  
place
 
to
 
skateboard,"
 
said 
Michael
 
Amaral,
 
chairman
 of 
the San 
Jose 
Yout 
ft 
Commission
 
and a 
senior 
at Bellarmine
 
College
 
Preparatory.
 
According
 to 
Amaral,
 the 
city is review-
ing a plan to 
build 
a skate-
board 
park. 
Even though 
the idea is in 
the 
works, 
Amaral
 said 
nothing
 else 
has been determined 
yet.
 He is not even sure 
if die idea will ever 
materialize.  
There was a time 
when  a citywide skate 
park wasn't necessary. The craze that swept 
the 
coastal towns and cities of the United 
States in the 1960s began 
as sidewalk surfing 
and later evolved to become street skating. 
which is the 
most
 popular form of skate -
hoarding  today. 
"Sidewalk surfing" was a term coined by 
ocean surfers when they
 couldn't ride the 
wives hilt could cruise the sidewalks. The 
"It's 
crazy  that 
these 
little 
cities 
around 
San
 Jose 
have
 
skate
 parks
 
but a 
city 
as
 
big as San 
Jose ... 
doesn't." 
 Doug 
Shoemaker,
 
skater 
Skateboarders
 near the corner 
of San Salvador and
 South Sixth streets
 use a "No 
Skateboarding"
 sign as part of 
their  launch ramp. 
Skaters
 in the downtown area
 hope to see 
style of skating changed 
dramatically  with 
the advent of the "011k," 
which  was invent-
ed by Alan 011ie Gclfand 
and incorporates 
tapping
 the tail of the board 
down, jumping 
in the air 
while sliding the front foot
 up the 
board.
 
The result of this 
action would be the 
board 
jumping into the air, 
with
 the skate-
boarder 
seemingly  glued to the 
board.
 This 
became known 
as "street skating". 
Skateboarders use the sides
 of buildings and 
other structures to perform
 "011ies." 
"The 
high
 number of 
skateboarders  in 
the downtown 
streets
 was causing a great 
deal of damage to property and
 danger for 
pedestrians," 
said SW') Officer 
John 
Carillo. 
In the downtown
 area, skateboarders 
were using the walls 
and  steps of buildings, 
which
 caused significant damage to 
public  
and private property. 
Frank Taylor, Redevelopment Agency 
chief, provided details to 
the city tonna, 
along with 
photographs
 of the damages 
caused  by 
skateboarders,
 including the
 
defacement of 
granite  at the entrance of 
Scott's Seafood 
Restaurant
 on Park Avenue, 
the 
steps and walls of
 
the California 
Office  
building and
 the Fairmont Plaza 
marble  
benches. 
Skateboarders represented
 a danger to 
themselves  as well to others in 
the congested 
areas of the 
city,  along bus, trolley and 
bike 
lanes and bus 
and light rail stops. 
"I don't see 
any  skateboarders on 
our 
streets 
now," said Ali 
Emadi,  manager of 
Scott's 
Seafood
 Restaurant. "We don't have 
any
 problems with
 it." 
The skateboard 
prohibition
 zone bound-
ary covers 
a large
 
area between Guadalupe 
Parkway in the 
West,  Fourth Street in the 
East, Julian Street 
in the South and 
Reed
 
Street 
in
 the North. The 
bounthiv
 line runs 
adjacent
 to the outermost
 limits of the 
slSU
 
campus 
along  Fourth. 
The 
SJSU  
campus
 is not Unholy,' in this 
PHOTO BY 
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a San Jose 
skate  park in 
the
 future where 
they can 
"shred"
 in peace. 
Skaters are 
currently  
banned from 
skating  in business 
areas. 
zone. 
However,  skateboarding 
is prohibited 
on 
campus.
 Dan 
Accardo,
 
investigations 
supervisor
 for SJSU police 
department, said 
the campus 
follows
 a presidential
 directive 
90-1,  which does 
not  allow 
skateboarding
 
on campus. 
"Our job 
is to enforce the rules
 that the 
president of the 
university  has passed," 
Accardo  said. 
Enforcement
 of the ban 
depends
 mainly on the 
officer, who can 
issue 
a fine 
or a citation, after 
which  it is  up to the 
judge. 
According  to Accardo, 
skateboarding 
on campus has 
not  been a big problem. 
In September 1995,
 
after
 receiving a 
anti
-skateboarding  memorandum 
from 
District 6 t :otincil 
Member, Frank Eiscalini 
and 
City Attorney Joan Gallo recommended 
a memorandum 
prohibiting  skate boarding 
in the Willow (aro. 
In 
1995,  
the number  of 
skateboarding -
related ini 
idents
 increased in 
the  Willow 
( ;len Rosiness I )ism,
 t. 
[Livid (
 
run,. manager of Anterican 
Skaters 
continued 
from page 
1 
nnore 
people there are, the 
less likely you'll 
get 
caught.  There's 
also
 alot of places 
downtown 
that you can disappear,"
 he 
said.
 
Despite
 sayin that the 
police  are "lust 
doing  their jobs,' 
Shoemaker
 still feels that 
they are
 busting skaters for
 the wrong rea-
sons. 
"We're not 
really bothering 
anyone,"
 
Shoemaker
 said. "They just
 don't want its 
to 
get in the way 
of the business
 people, 
the people that 
really  matter to them." 
Moulton
 :adds that the police spend
 too 
notch time  
hassling and 
ticketing
 skaters 
and not enough
 time trying 
to prevent real 
crimes. 
"There's tons
 of crime in 
San  Jose and 
there's
 
obviously
 
more
 
things  they could 
be doing 
than
 busting 
people
 having fun 
on 
skateboards,"  
he said. 
Moulton
 used to  skate 
the  SJSU cam-
pus, especially 
the  10th Street 
parking
 
garage,
 but 
stopped after
 being repeatedly
 
kicked 
out. 
Although he has 
never received an acssi-
il ticket,
 Moulton has 
been
 kicked out by 
garage employees and has 
had campus 
police  issuing 
warnings.
 
"They told me that if they ever caught 
flie again, they would 
give
 me a real ticket. 
But 
I'm not hurting anyone and I've 
always skated 
there after hours and have 
done so when there are hardly any 
cars 
there,"
 Moulton said.
 
Shoemaker has likewise found the SJSU 
campus inhospitable 
toward  skateboarders. 
Like Moulton, he has received several 
warnings and even a ticket front campus 
police while skating on 
campus,
 
"I don't really bother skating on cam-
pus anymore because 
I've  gotten a ticket 
there before 
and Ilse campus police don't 
really like 
skateboarders,"
 Shoemaker said. 
'They're so on top of things 
that it's not 
eVen W01111 11." 
Built Shoemaker and 
Moulton
 feel that 
the city of 
San Jose could Avoid A lot 
of
 
skater
-related problems by simply building 
a skate park similar to those
 in Pleasanton, 
Palo Alto and Santa Rosa.
 
These skate parks are built and man-
aged 
by their respective  cities 
and  allow 
skaters to have a central location to skate 
and hang out. 
"It's crazy that these little cities around 
San 
Jose have skate parks but a city as big 
as San Jose, with all 
the skaters who use 
there, doesn't. You would think that with 
all the money they
 generate with skating 
tickets, they could build one," Shoemaker 
said. 
Up until three 
months
 
ago, the 
closest  
skate park 10 SAII Jose was one located in 
Milpitas. BLit 
Alter several Citing) 
corn
 
plaints, the park WAS 
closed. 
"I guess the people in the tennis courts 
next door complained about the noise so 
the skate park WAS closed and not the ten-
nis courts. The park was destroyed. It's 
now a 
big  mound of din," Moulton said. 
Mayor Henry Manayan of 
Milpitas  
explained that ii WAS more than just the 
noise that led to the park's closure. 
"Basically, after tremendous public 
input from the nearby neighborhoods, we 
found that they were all opposed to having 
it (the skate park) there. Primarily, it Was 
die noise level, die debris left behind, the 
graffitti  arid the intimidation of the 
younger kids by the older kids." Manayan 
said. 
Despite the original park's closure, 
Manayan said that the city plans on  build-
ing another one. According to him, the 
city realizes die importance of having 2 
skate park where kids can skate freely. 
"Like any sport,
 there is a potential for 
abuse, but I am in support of any sport for 
our youth," Manayan said. 
Shoemaker had been to
 
the 
Milpitas  
skate park several times before it closed 
and found it tithe one of the better ones in 
the area.
 
"It
 was small but fun," he said. "It was 
really just a place to go to skate and to 
meet people." 
As far as a skate park in San Jose, 
Shoemaker looks forward to 
die  day 
when
 
one is built but cautions that it won't pre-
vent people
 
from breaking the law by skat-
ing downtown. 
"It'll cut it down, but it won't stop it 
because there's rad(icalf stuff downtown. If 
there is one thing though, you won't have 
an excuse anymore. You won't be able to 
say that there's nowhere else to go," 
Shoemaker
 said. 
Savings
 Bank, said prior to the ordinance
 he 
faced a great
 deal of problems with skate-
boarders, 
who used the 
bank's
 huge parking 
lot to 
skateboard.
 
Ciraulo explained
 that skate boarders 
waxed  curbs in parking 
areas and  along side-
walks to reduce
 friction and enable their 
boards  to travel at 
higher
 speeds, creating an 
unsafe 
environment  for 
his
 customers and 
other pedestrians. 
Ciraulo  claimed that the 
smooth surfaces made 
it very dangerous for 
walking.
 
"Our 
bank
 has a large percentage
 of 
elderly
 customers and 1 
was concerned for 
their health 
and safety," 
Ciraulo  said. 
The skateboarders
 also left their
 trash 
behind in 
the parking lot 
and were rude 
and 
obnoxious
 when 
confronted,  
Ciraulo
 said. 
Skateboarders
 frequently
 skate 
on
 walls, 
planter
 boxes, 
stairs  and 
sidewalks  Gallo 
said.
 Their 
boards
 have hit 
windows, 
cars
 
and 
pedestrians.
 
According to 
a memorandum
 from 
Gallo. in August 
of 1995 a toddler was 
hit 
by A 
skateboard  that 
got  away from 
its
 own-
ers' feet. 
'Me memorandum
 claimed 
that 
customers dining 
in sidewalk cafes 
or
 walk-
ing on public 
sidewalks
 face physical harm 
from
 
skateboarders.
 
Demetri Rizos, manager
 of the Willow 
Glen 
Business and Professional
 Association, 
recalled an incident in which 
he witnessed a 
group 
of kids on skateboards traveling at 
great 
speed 
through
 
a sidewalk 
cafe and 
knocking
 down a couple of people. 
"Something needed to be done about the 
safety of the people and the kids," Rizos
 said. 
In October 1995, after 
police  officers 
recommended the amendment to 
prohibit 
skateboarding
 a.s the only 
remedy 
to the 
problem, the city 
council unanimously 
passed 
the ordinance that 
prohibited
 skate-
boarding in 
the 
Willow
 Glen 
Neighborhood  
Business
 Itistriet.
 
The 
business district
 
covers
 
Lincoln  
Street 
between
 Coe
 Avenue  on 
the 
north 
end Pine Avenue on the south. 
Die
 main purpose id 
the
 
amendment  
was the safety
 issue," said hie 
Guerra.
 chief 
of stall for Fist [he 
ongoing
 
problem  
that 
Willow  Glen 
businesses  
were
 
facing  
necessitated
 the 
ordinance.
 
according  to 
eierra. 
Other  cities and 
towns, 
such
 as 
San 
Francis,
 o and New 
York,  faced 
similar
 prob-
lems 
And they have 
banned
 skateboarding
 in 
their downtown Areas as 
Housing residents 
call volunteerism
 
measure
 
'slavery'
 
CHICAGO  (Al') -- Arvile Miles takes 
nine
 
to
 
volunteer 
despite
 
what
 she 
calls
 
her 
full-time
 
job  
trying  to
 raise four sons in a 
public
 
housing
 complex 
where  gangs, 
drugs,
 
rats
 and
 cockroaches
 
are 
commonplace.
 
Yet, she said requiring residents of com-
plexes 
like 
Stateway  
Gardens to 
complete  
community
 
service
 is akin to 
forcing  them 
into a 
life 
of
 
servitude.
 
"Basically
 they're
 putting us 
back into slav-
ery,"
 
Miles  
said.  
She 
and  
several
 
residents  of the
 South 
Side  
development
 of cinder
-block high-rises
 
met 
Tuesday
 to discuss  
a proposed
 federal 
legisla-
tion 
that
 
would require 
tenants in public 
housing
 «i perfinm
 eight 
hours of 
communi-
ty 
service  
a month 
or face 
eviction.  
A 
spring 
breeze 
wafted 
into
 the 
complex's  
din' 
social room, carrying in the smell
 of the 
urine -soaked. graffiti sovered hallway. The 
res-
idents, niostly single
 women with young chil-
dren, strained 
to be heard over the din 
of 
boonsboxes. 
NOIR.
 
usf 
t he'll favored the 
propos-
al  various versions of which are contained in 
bills 
pending in the !louse
 and Senate. 
A 
floor 
debate
 on the I louse hill 
took 
place  
Tuesday,
 with a vote 
expected  late today. 
Ihse Depan mem 
of Housing and
 
[dm«
 
1/evelopment is 
promoting its 
own  
bill  
with  
a 
similar
 provision. Anti 
with  the Clinton 
administration 
determined  to overhaul 
public 
housing, it seems likely that some
 finm of 
"mandatory volunteerism"
 eventually will 
become  law. 
Miles, 37, was raised in Stateway Gardens, 
whose name implies an elegance unknown 
to
 
residents.
 She pays modest rent and does vol-
unteer work several hours a day. So do many 
of her friends. 
"I disagree with someone MAKING some-
one volunteer." said Miles,  who works with 
the residents' 
advisiirsi  
council
 and 
helps in 
her 
children's  
sehikils.  "It's  
something  
that 
shouldn't  be mandatory." 
New 
York 
Republican
 Rick 
[alio,  sponsor 
of the !louse bill, said "it is entirely reasonable 
to ask people who have asked fin public 
hous-
ing, who
 
are
 receiving a benefit to contribute 
back to
 
their community and to help them-
selves." 
Many of the women said they arc not 
receiving much "benefit" living in Stateway 
Gardens. 
"I don't like being 
down
 here," said 
Rhonda 
Moore, a 31 -year -old mother of three 
who 
says her 
only
 
other 
option would  be 
mov  
mg in with friends. "The gangs, 
the
 
drugs  
the t hildren 
stay in the house because I can't 
really let them 
some out . -
Elderly, disabled and employed 
residents 
would be exempt in 
the HOUSC nICAilitC. An 
attempt by Rep. Jesse 
Jackson
 
It.
 of ( .ffit ago 
to exempt 
parents
 with young children AS 
die II 
prtiposal
 does  failed last week. 
and 
Moore
 
vvioffiers  what she would
 do with 
her
 
children  it she 
were
 forced to perferm
 
community 
service.  
"I 
can't leave them 
in the house 
by them-
selves," she said. 
Community
 service 
could  be anything 
f.rom 
sweeping 
Apartment 
halls  to 
removing
 
graffiti
 tasks
 StateW2V
 residents
 sac. have 
Item n 
neglected  by 
Chicago
 
Housing 
Authority workers. 
"Why
 should 
I volunteer
 when 
these peo-
ple 
get
 paid for 
it,"
 said 
Kcisha  
Mclauren,  22. 
a mother
 of two. 
President
 
Clinton,
 
retired
 Gen. 
Colin 
Powell 
and
 former
 presidents
 
George 
Bush 
and 
Jimmy 
Caner 
were  in 
l'hiladelphia
 last 
month for 
a 
summit
 
encouraging
 
Americans
 
to volunteer. 
Some
 
critics 
said
 the
 call
 for vol-
unteerism
 was
 meant to 
make  up 
for  cutbacks 
in government 
programs  
for
 
the
 
poor.  
The 
Council  
for Large
 Public
 Housing
 
Agencies, whose 
members
 
include
 public 
housing agencies in 
Chicago
 and 
64 
other  
cities nationwide,  also 
opposes
 
the mandatory 
volunteerism
 proposal, 
said  
Sunia  
Zaterman,  
the 
council's executive director.
 
